Anne Appleby: Paintings (2000), 097046990X, 9780970469908

Ancient Post-flood History Ken Johnson (2006), 1600342833, 9781600342837

The Divine Mysteries William J. Salva (1991), 096294162X, 9780962941627


Brazil Insight (1989),

World of Wonders: Poems and Pictures from a Real World of Magic and Fantasy (2008), 0980215722, 9780980215724

The William Simpkin Story Hazel Simpkin (2004), 0958249814, 9780958249812

Creative Monk's Belt Margaret B. Windeknecht (1976), 0916658333, 9780916658335

From Blyth to Berwick: And Back, Part 1 Henry G. Dobson (2002), 0953184013, 9780953184019

It's Not about the Fish Bryan McMurry (2010), This easy to read memoir, written for the non-fly fisher has life lessons that most have experienced sparking memories of "the good old days." You'll enjoy the range of characters ente... 0982612001, 9780982612002

Snorky and Arabelle Margaret Doust (2004), 0954915402, 9780954915407

Introduction to Applied Geophysics: Exploring the Shallow Subsurface Henry Robert Burger (2006), Offering a chapter on each of the most common methods of exploration, the text explains in detail how each method is performed and discusses that method's geologic, engineering, and environmental applications. In addition to ample examples, illustratio... 0393926370, 9780393926378

A Perfect Ending: Poetry and Remembrances Sisters of The Divine Redeemer, The (2004),

USP35 NF30, 2012: U. S. Pharmacopoeia National Formulary, ISSN 0195-7996 United States Pharmacopeial Convention, Usp (2011), The USP-NF is a combination of two official compendia, the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) and the National Formulary (NF). It contains standards for medicines, dosage forms, drug substances, excipients, biologics, compou... 1936424002, 9781936424009

(2000), 0195915828, 9780195915828

100 Surefire Businesses You Can Start With Little Or Not Investment Jeffrey Feinman (1984), Describes such avenues to financial and temporal independence as instruction services, repair shops, and advertising specialties 0515076058, 9780515076059

Turkey Production: Health J. C. Stuart (1983), 0112425755, 9780112425755

(),

The Girl on the Fridge: Stories Etgar Keret (2008), A birthday-party magician whose hat tricks end in horror and gore; a girl parented by a major household appliance; the possessor of the lowest IQ in the Mossad such are the denizens of Etgar Kerets dark and fertile mind. The Girl on the Fridge contains the best of Kerets fir... 1429933178, 9781429933179
37ft Oakley Lifeboats Nicholas Leach, Mark Roberts (1996), 0952279916, 9780952279914

Prentice Hall Science Explorer: Astronomy, Michael J. Padilla, Ioannis Miaoulis, Martha Cyr (2004), Set of books for classroom use for teaching astronomy in a middle school science curriculum; all-in-one teaching resources volume includes lesson plans, teacher notes, lab information, worksheets, answer keys and tests. 0131811290, 9780131811294

Life Resurrected: Extraordinary Miracles Through Ordinary People Jesse Birkey (2012), Lara Neal Gacich (2004), 0973498900, 9780973498905

Competition Appeal Tribunal and Competition Service Accounts 2003-2004: Accounts, Prepared Pursuant to Schedule 3, Section 12 (4) of the Enterprise Act 2002 of the C. 41, Schedule 7, Para. 12 of the Competition Appeal Tribunal and Competition Service for the Year Ended 31 March 2004. Together ..., Competition Appeal Tribunal (Great Britain), Great Britain: Competition Appeal Tribunal, Great Britain: Department of Trade and Industry (2004), This is the first set of accounts from these two new bodies. Under the Enterprise Act 2002, on 1 April 2003, the appeal tribunal functions of the Competition Commission were transferred to the Competition... 0103283676, 9780103283678

A Time to Be Held Susan Rehberg (2009), Principal and the Teachers Jewel E. Dearman (2000), 096613611X, 9780966136111

The Grumpy Man: A Novella and Stories Raymond Fraser (2010), THE GRUMPY MAN is Raymond Fraser's fourth collection of short fiction, and features 23 stories and the definitive version of his classic novella, "The Quebec Prison" .......... "One o... 0986518336, 9780986518331

Understanding Tenders Frank Adoranti (2003), This exclusive travel guide guides the visitor through the most incredible activities to be found in Shanghai: savour the food of world-class chefs in Asia's most romantic two-seater salon; eat at the best holes-in-the-walls and discover local street food ha... 0958145229, 9780958145220

Rommelrympies I Nicolaas Johannes Strdum (1972), 0949975036, 9780949975034

Silence of the Grave: An Inspector Erlendur Novel Arnaldur Indridason (2007), Now Iceland has its own Mankell.---Holger Kreitling, Die Welt (Germany)Last year Jar City introduced international crime-writing sensation Arnaldur Indridason to rave reviews and a rousing wel... 1429963433, 9781429963435

Introductory College Mathematics: With Linear Algebra and Finite Mathematics Harley Flanders, Justin J. Price (1973), 0122596617, 9780122596612

The Psychology of Science: A Reconnaissance Abraham H. Maslow (2004), A fascinating glimpse of what science and medicine might be like if we could work to "re-humanize" them. Maslow contrasts humanistic science with value-free, ortho... 0976040239, 9780976040231

Bed & Breakfast Favorites Carol Jean Buelow (1994), This well-known guide, bigger and better than ever, now expands over Wisconsin's borders into Minnesota, Iowa, and Michigan. Buelow recommends 166 B&B's in all, chosen for their popular location, for the amenities they offer, and for their appealing ambience. Most offer... 0961960736, 9780961960735

FeMALE TRAITS Part III (The Triolgy Lurea C. McFadden (2011), What can you say about a woman who lives by her own rules? Perhaps that she will get hers in the end? Is this the case for the very smart, very sexy and ... 0975546473, 9780975546475

They Opened Their Hearts: Tucson Elders Tell World War II Stories to Tucson Youth Sherrie Wagoner, Rita Maria Magdaleno (2005), Documents, through the use of oral histories and
photographs, the stories of Tucsonans who served in and survived World War II. 0970077157, 9780970077158

Focus on First Certificate. Sue O’Connell (1993), This is a new-look edition of this English language course that offers the student coverage of all the skills tested in the five examination papers. This is the students' book in ... 0175566135, 9780175566136

A City Road Diary: The Record of Three Years in Victorian London Helen G. McKenny (1978), 0950555916, 9780950555911

Employee Ownership in Tomorrow's Company Pat Cleverly, Mark Goyder (2001), 0953287467, 9780953287468

Weird Massachusetts: Your Travel Guide to Massachusetts’s Local Legends and Best Kept Secrets Jeff Belanger (2008), Massachusetts and weird: not too much of a stretch, some would say. But we dug a little deeper and found all kinds of local legends, bizarre beasts, surprising cemeteries, and uncovered the best kept secrets from all over the Bay State. Our state ce... 140275437X, 9781402754371

Research techniques in nondestructive testing, Volume 4, Roy Samuel Sharpe (1980), 0126390541, 9780126390544

The Seven Year Itch: A J. J. McCall Novel S. D. Skye (2012), When turncoats betray America's human sources, there is no greater failure than the loss of life--and nobody knows that better than FBI Special Agent J.J. McCall. She and co-case Agent Tony Donato have ... 0983920230, 9780983920236

How God Gets You Back David F. Felsburg (2010), 1615074791, 9781615074792

Alan Johnston Alan Johnston (1987), 0947912118, 9780947912116


The Evolution and Destruction of the Original Electoral College Gary & Carolyn Alder (2010), A study of the design of the original electoral college as found in Article II of the U.S. Constitution and the destruction of that design both by practice a... 0982823703, 9780982823705

Heart Start: A Guide to Planning Effective Training Events Abbey Griffin (1996), 0943657024, 9780943657028

(),

Princess's Daily Devotional Lockhart Rochelle (2009), A tmely and interactive work. Lady Rochelle Lockhart has captured the essence of a young lady and the myriad of encounters that they face in the world today. There is a great need for young ladies to be affirmed. There are s... 0979387752, 9780979387753

The History of Windovers 1600-1955 Jane Windover (2006), 0955454409, 9780955454400

Wind Song: an Anthology of Poetry Sonya Carswell (2000), 096880540X, 9780968805404

The Stefan Golaszewski Plays: Stefan Golaszewski Speaks About a Girl He Once Loved/ Stefan Golaszewski Is a Widower (2010),
The Right Nation: Why America is Different  John Micklethwait, Adrian Wooldridge (2005), The Right Nation is the definitive portrait of the America that few outsiders understand: the America that votes for George Bush, that supports the death penalty and gun rights, that believes in minimal government and long prison sentences and that pulled ... 0141015365, 9780141015361


How to Make Whiskey: A Step-By-Step Guide to Making Whiskey  Bryan Alexander Davis (2012), Everything you need to know to ferment and distill whiskey right the first time. A fun read, salt and peppered, with the science behind distilling. This authoritative guide book introduces whiskey-making in a easy step-by-step process. 1480174408, 9781480174405


QuickTest Professional Unplugged  Tarun Lalwani (2011), QuickTest Professional Unplugged, the first book written by author Tarun Lalwani and the first ever book on QTP as well, has already turned out a bestseller since its publication in 2009. Tarun Lalwani has won the Best Automation Book award in 2nd ATI Automation honors for the same This book is ... 0983675910, 9780983675914

The Straw Giant  Arthur T. Hadley (1989),

America an Inside View from an Outsider  Sila Yilmaz (2004),

Essentials of Educational Psychology: Big Ideas to Guide Effective Teaching  Jeanne Ellis Ormrod (2012), Synopsis: Unlike most educational psychology books, which take one theory at a time, explain its assumptions and principles and then identify implications for educational practice, Essentials of Educational Psychology... 0131367323, 9780131367326


Health (Wales) Bill  Stationery Office, The (2003), 0108403920, 9780108403927

50 Ways to Soothe Yourself Without Food  Susan Albers (2009), Food has the power to temporarily alleviate stress and sadness, enhance joy, and bring us comfort when we need it most. It's no wonder experts estimate that 75 percent of overeating is triggered by our emotions, not physical hunger. The good news is you can instead soothe yourself through d... 1608821188, 9781608821181

Psychiatry's contract with society: Concepts, controversies, and consequences  Dinesh Bhugra, Amit Malik, George Ikkos (2010), The development of the internet has brought about a seachange in the traditional doctor-patient relationship. No longer is the patient entirely at the mercy of their doctor to tell them about their problems. Via the internet they can now access vast repositories of infor... 0199566771, 9780199566778


The Fundamentals of Stability Testing  (1992), This is the second monograph of the IFSCC, and it deals with the practical rather than the theoretical aspects of stability tests on cosmetic products. The book is designed to provide guidance to chemists and technicians in the laboratory. Coverage includes a general introduction to ... 1870228065, 9781870228060

Peace, a Witness of Faith  Raymond G. Hunthausen (1983), 0949687057, 9780949687050


Monster Poems (1993), These are trade editions of selected titles from the Oxford Poem Tree. Each book contains funny, sad, mysterious, reflective, and fantastic poems, brought to life with beautiful colour illustrations. 0199166013, 9780199166015

Identity Theft: hearing before the Subcommittee on Financial Services and Technology of the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, United States Senate, One Hundred Fifth Congress, second session ... April 1, 1998, Volume 4, United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs. Subcommittee on Financial Services and Technology (1999), 0160581001, 9780160581007

English Creek Ivan Doig (1985), In the second part of his McCaskill trilogy, Ivan Doig creates a rich and varied tapestry of northern Montana and of our country at that still innocent time before the Second Wo... 0140084428, 9780140084429

The Accident Rich Myers (2010), Abortion, politics, and religion come head-to-head! The Accident is a gripping novel presenting current controversial political and moral conflicts. The husband of a woman who loses her unborn child wants the politician responsible for her loss to pay the full price; jail time. An activist... 0984615458, 9780984615452

I Remember Lindbergh John Grierson (1977), Flier John Grierson's personal recollections of his friend Charles A. Lindbergh. 0152388958, 9780152388959

White gloves: how we create ourselves through memory John N. Kotre (1995), Shedding new light on traditional concepts of personal memory, a revealing study shows that it is not necessarily fixed and unchanging, and examines repressed memory, memory of dreams, photographic memo... 0029184649, 9780029184646

Coping with College: A Guide for Academic Success Alice L. Hamachek (2007), 0131703773, 9780131703773

Index to 1851 Census of Northumberland: Hartburn, Netherwitton, Longhorsley & Hebburn, Mitford, Meldon & River Green, Northumberland and Durham Family History Society, A. S. Angus, Great Britain. Public Record Office (1987), 0946594015, 9780946594016

How Do You Answer These 749 Questions About Your Small Business? David F. Leopold (),

An Introduction to West African Literature Oladele Taiwo (1967), 0175112770, 9780175112777

The Crown of Kublai Khan Paul Slee Smith (1990), 0946270872, 9780946270873

The Hard Way: An Electrifying Ride MR William Byron Hillman (2011), Personal Memoirs of William Byron Hillman. Starting with nothing but the clothes on his back. All about surviving a teenage marriage, building a career in the entertainment industry and searching adoption records for birth parents and family information. A crazy true story covering the j... 0970623429, 9780970623423


The Book Nobody Knows Bruce Barton (1926),
Emma Newham's Gymnastics Ball Workout Emma Newham (2010), The Gymnastic ball is a versatile piece of equipment which can add variety and challenge to your workout. This title covers a range of exercises from beginner to advanced that ... 095652852X, 9780956528520

Angling in South Australia Ken Jury (1982),

Kids Create! Laurie M. Carlson (1990), Kids can do amazing things if they are given the resources and the opportunities. Williamson Kids Can! "RM" books are filled with creative experiences for hands-on fun and learning. Every volume contains dozens of experiments, activities, and craft projects. Each one is ... 0836822323, 9780836822328

The Gem and the Star Linda Kilgren (2012), The Gem Cwen has been raised in isolation, trained in martial arts and combat with a sword. She has no knowledge that she's not an Earthling. Cwen is the Queen of a race of beings call... 1457507730, 9781457507731

The Power of Feng Shui Sophie Boswell (2011), An extraordinary series of events, triggered by a touchstone of Feng Shui, took place after one consultation with a Feng Shui master in Sophie’s home where she ran a business. When Soph... 1612049984, 9781612049984

Is Anybody There: Ordinary People and True Paranormal Experiences Mary Bowmaker (2007), Strange, unbelievable incidents happen in everyday life, but how do we view them? In this self-help book of the paranormal, Mary Bowmaker seeks to find answers to the unexplainable, asking if there really is anybody out there. 095542920X, 9780955429200

How to Take Care of Your Clothes: Advice from the Ancestors, Edited and Updated for Modern Living (2012), 0957076800, 9780957076808

The J.A. Harris Papers: Handicapping Claimers, Part 1 Jacob A. Harris (1992), This book is based upon a user-friendly procedure for anyone interested in thoroughbred handicapping. It illustrates to readers how to generate a win percenta... 0963333801, 9780963333803


Cavity Barriers and Fire Stops, Part 2, (1978), Because of a number of incidents in which the spread of fire was apparently assisted by the presence of cavities within structural elements and roof spaces, the Building Regul... 0117241431, 9780117241435

Texting Dictionary of Acronyms Randall C. Manning (2009), 0615329306, 9780615329307

Planning Retirement Income Virgina B. Morris, Virginia Morris & Kenneth Morris, Kenneth M. Morris (2011), A concise examination of the issues and solutions to the challenges of planning a financially secure retirement, meant for those people getting close to retirement age 0982907559, 9780982907559

(),


Take My Hand: A Walk of Faith Through Dark Places Dan Cole (2002), Take my hand invites the reader to journey with dan Cole as he confronts his life’s greatest challenges-- the death of his wife, Sandy, from cancer and his simultaneous cancer diagnosis and treatment. The letters that Dan and Sandy wrote to friends through their struggle are re... 0972062009, 9780972062008

College Algebra& S/Sols/M Collg Algebra Pkg ANONIMO (2004), 0131540432, 9780131540439
St. Louis Interior Design Resources Suzanne Ponder (1990), 0962256765, 9780962256769


Vintage Tattoos: A Sourcebook for Old-school Designs and Tattoo Artists Carol Clerk (2009), With its nautical symbolism, hearts and daggers, ribbon banners and scantily clad women, old-school tattoo designs, represent the history of the art form as well as a fascinating subculture. Showcasing the artistry inheren... 0980354080, 9780980354089

Best Log Home Plans Robbin Obomsawin (2002), The romance of log building has inspired American creativity for centuries. Capturing the romance requires hard work and planning. Featured here are thirty of the most popular floor plans from top handcraft design professionals. Each has been thoughtfully planned to incorporate dist... 1586851462, 9781586851460

A Short History of Clent John Amphlett (1907), 0951410512, 9780951410516

Japan: Patterns of Continuity Fosco Maraini (1971), 087011106X, 9780870111068

Through Tides and Time: The Story of John Good and Sons Ltd.: 175 Years of a Family Business Nigel Watson (2007), A company history of John Good & Sons, a shipping agency operating initially out of Hull. 0954378229, 9780954378226


Kpegisu: A War Drum of the Ewe David Locke (1992),

Protect It Craig West (2006), 0975776517, 9780975776513

The Battles Trinka Hakes Noble, Lisa Papp (2013), Each paperback in this series features a trio of fictional stories highlighting a moment in history, with content taken from our popular Tales of Young Americans picture-book series. The Battles contains three stories focusing on key American battles: the Revolutionary War, the W... 158536861X, 9781585368617

Intermodal Transportation: Moving Freight in a Global Economy Lester A. Hoel, Rosalyn A. Wilson, Genevieve Giuliano, Michael D. Meyer (2011), 0971817553, 9780971817555

Output hardcopy devices Robert C. Durbeck (1988), 0122250400, 9780122250408

Intensive Seminar on Trusts Held at Northbeach International Hotel, North Wollongong, 1st to 3rd November, 1984 (1984), 0949882062, 9780949882066

McEntyre - McIntyre - Mulholland Family Muster: Souvenir Booklet by Isobel (Belle) Meredith Isobel Meredith (1984), 0959094415, 9780959094411

Full Circle Avery Beck (2011), If you love something, set it free. If it comes back to you...run. Nine years ago, Elisa Haley set tongues wagging when she returned home from college single and pregnant. Finally, her long-delayed graduation is just weeks away. Shes ready to move out and m... 1609285859, 9781609285852

Luz del Dharma Khenchen Palden Sherab, Khenpo Tsewang Dongyal (2011), 098209227X, 9780982092279

Cerebral Palsy: Sounds and Symbols, Stage 1 Beatrice Le Gay Brereton, Lesley Burnett, Maureen
**Fire on the Hill** Greta Browne (2012), AN EPIC NOVEL FROM IRELAND'S PAST. (BOOK # 2 of THE LIBERTY TRILOGY) A complete and stand-alone novel, as well as being part of "The Liberty Trilogy". Although presented here as a novel FIRE ON THE HILL is a true story based on recorded facts. Michael D... 1480196916, 9781480196919

**The law and business administration in Canada** James Everil Smyth, D. A. Soberman (1976), 0135263190, 9780135263198

**Silicon Destiny: The Story of Application Specific Integrated Circuits and LSI Logic Corporation** Rob Walker, Nancy Tersini (1992), Walker is a pioneer in the Silicon Valley high-tech industry. SILICON DESTINY is the history of integrated circuits optimized for a specific customer or application. It is an oral history, told in t... 0963265407, 9780963265401

**Mary's Choice** Barbara Horton Jones (2012), Have you ever thought about Mary of Nazareth when she was a little girl? She had a Mama and a Papa and liked to run and play and listen to stories and sing songs. What special things about Mary led God to choose her to be pa... 0988254603, 9780988254602

**Visayan Vignettes: Ethnographic Traces of a Philippine Island** Jean-Paul Dumont (1992), "To read the book is to appreciate the highly contingent, provisional, oblique, open-ended way in which people try to make "sense" of another culture."Resil B. Mojare... 0226169553, 9780226169552

**Intro Chem Activebook & Key Webct & Toolkit Pk** ANONIMO (2005), 0132367149, 9780132367141

**Singapore's political economy: a case study of social costs in a market economy** Heng Kong Chan (2005), 0975801406, 9780975801406

**Greek Tutor: An Introduction to the Greek New Testament** David Durie (1981), 0959440135, 9780959440133

**Essentials of International Business Study Guide** Paul Pittman (2007),

**You're Published Now What?: Creative, Inventive, Fun and Cheap Ways to Get Your Book Noticed!** Denise Rosier (2009), Publishing handbook and guide for new and experienced authors interested in finding cost effective and easy ways to market and publicized their book and get the sales and notability they need in order to be successful in the publishing industry. 0974226971, 9780974226972

**The educational thought of W.E.B. Du Bois: an intellectual history** Derrick P. Alridge (2008), Derrick Alridge's 'The Educational Thought of W.E.B. Du Bois is a major contribution to American and African American intellectual and educational history. Alridge provides the first detail... 0807748366, 9780807748367

**Late Paleo Lanceolates in Pennsylvania and the Northeast: Agate Basin - Ohio (Sawmill) Lanceolates - St. Anne/Varney - Dalton - Hi-lo** Gary L. Fogelman (2009), 094177788X, 9780941777889

**Fallen Skies: A Novel** Philippa Gregory (2008), Fallen Skies takes readers to post-World War I England in a suspenseful story about the marriage of a wealthy war hero and an aspiring singer he barely knows. Can a f... 1439102007, 9781439102008

**Revivals in the United States and Canada** John McCauley (2005), 0969997981, 9780969997986

The Body Eclectic: An Anthology of Poems Patrice Vecchione (2002), The first poetry anthology for teens to address one of their foremost concerns—the body. Experienced anthologist and teacher Patrice Vecchione has put together an immensely powerful group of poems, all of which address a unifying theme of major interest to teens—the body. Drawing on poems both seri... 0805069356, 9780805069358

Speaking about Godard Kaja Silverman, Harun Farocki (1998), Probably the most prominent living filmmaker, and one of the foremost directors of the postwar era, Jean Luc-Godard has received astonishingly little critical attention in the United States. With Speaking about Godard, leading film theorist ... 0814780660, 9780814780664

Warning!: What You Need to Know about the Most Recent Road Crimes, Cons, & Scams () , 0970232101, 9780970232106

Desert Rats!: Three of the Best Desert-War Calum Laird (2012), These pocket-format compilations each contain three classic Commando war stories printed the same size as the original comics. Desert Rats features "Fighting Fool!," "Oasis of Death," and "Chariot of War." Tales of courage in the North African desert make this action-pack... 1847329683, 9781847329684

A Land to Die For? Soldier Talk and Moral Reflections of Young Israelis David Ranan (2012), Israeli governments have for many years maintained a consensus concerning the need for the nation’s citizens to serve in the army. This consensus was based on the ethos of a Jewish state surrounded by Arabs who want to destroy it. The Iranian nuclear program is the... 0955413389, 9780955413384

Yoga Art Ajit Mookerjee, Philip S. Rawson (1975), 0500232253, 9780500232255

International Economics: Testbank David Kennett (1990),

Circus Potpourri Dorothy Grotefent (), Beginning in 1985, Mrs. Grotefent wrote short articles about life in the circus, called "Life is a circus," and in particular about the members of the her husband's family, the Wallendas. These were published in The Longboat Observer ... 0977857506, 9780977857500

Hypnosis: Understanding How It Can Work for You Sean F. Kelly, Reid J. Kelly (2000), 0961720263, 9780961720261

Engl for Career Bus&naw Dic&rogets Thes DIC ANONIMO (2005), 0132204665, 9780132204668

Whole Numbers and Integers Richard W. Fisher (2008), America's math teacher, Richard W. Fisher introduces Mastering Essential Math Skills WHOLE NUMBERS AND INTEGERS. Success in math all starts with mastery of whole numbers. This book methodically covers all four operations for both whole numbers and integers. Also included are plenty of practical, rea... 096662114X, 9780966621143

Princess Emerald Penny Speller (1992), The King and Queen are desperate for Princess Emerald to wear a frilly dress, rather than her own bizarre, combination of clothing. 0192799045, 9780192799043

Those Were the Days in Caithness North of Scotland Newspapers (Firm) (2006), 0950257990, 9780950257990


Escape: The True Story of the Only Westerner Ever to Break Out of the Bangkok Hilton  
David McMillan (2008), Klong Prem prison, Thailand, known as the "Bangkok Hilton," is a place where 600 foreigners wait and rot among the 12,000 inmates. Amid the tragic, ruthless, and forgotten, one man resolves to do what no other has done: escape. This is the true story of drug smuggler David M... 1845963458, 9781845963453

Piped Music Etc (Hospitals) Bill (HL)  
Great Britain: Parliament: House of Lords (2007), To provide for the Secretary of State to draw up a plan to prohibit piped music and the showing of television programmes in the public areas of hospitals and on public transport; and to req... 0108435717, 9780108435713

Henry VI Part Two, Part 2.  
Stanley Wells, William Shakespeare (2005), Henry VI is tricked into marrying Margaret lover of the Earl of Suffolk, who hopes to rule the kingdom through her influence. There is one great obstacle in Suffolk s path, however... 0141017104, 9780141017105

Our Story: The Past, Present and Future of Forster Community College  
(2010), 0956774806, 9780956774804

Coat of Many Colours  
Babatunde Adedibu (2012), A ground breaking historiography on African and Caribbean Christianities in Britain, Coat of Many Colours is a comprehensive resource for understanding the richness and diversity of Britain s Black Church movement. This is a virtual source-book for anyone who wants t... 0956180019, 9780956180018

CA Challenge Tg Gr 4 Exc 10 HSP (2008),

Conflict and Compromise: The Political Economy of Slavery, Emancipation and the American Civil War  
Roger L. Ransom (1989), No series of events had a more dramatic impact on the course of American history than the Civil War and the emancipation of four million slaves. This book examines the economic and political factors that led to the attempt by Southerners to dissolve the Union in 1860 and the equally de... 0521311675, 9780521311670

Shifting Tides: Memoirs of an Ordinary Man  
Philip Candelmo (1998), 0966712005, 9780966712001

Scoping a National Missing Persons Diversity Research Agenda  
(2008), 098044053X, 9780980440539

The Nest  
Paul Jennings (2009), Robin's life is spiralling out of control. His father's a tyrant, his mother's disappeared and the wrong girl's luring him into her web . . . Intolerable images keep flashing through his... 0143008005, 9780143008002

The Savage Girl  
Alex Shakar (2009), In the wake of her sister Ivy's widely publicized suicide attempt, Ursula Van Urden arrives in the metropolis of Middle City with hopes of starting her own life anew. In an attempt to understand the events leading up to... 0061863467, 9780061863462

Reaching Beyond the Dream: A Leap in Human Consciousness  
Angelica A. Atman, Terence G. Atman (2012), 0987255517, 9780987255518

Beth Shaw's YogaFit-2nd Edition  
Beth Shaw (2009), Whether you are a fitness buff searching for a new challenge or a yoga enthusiast looking to supplement your exercise routine, Beth Shaw’s YogaFit will help you reach your ultimate physical potential!This cutting-edge fitness program combines tough aerob... 1450407315, 9781450407311

Mandatory Requirements for Airworthiness: Amendment 1/2006 to CAP 747, Dated 31 January 2006  
Civil Aviation Authority (2006), Amendments to the consolidated edition of CAP 747 (December 2005, ISBN 0117905321 0117905577, 9780117905573
L for Literature Frank Rawlins (2012), An introduction for would-be reporters, copywriters, novelists, or anyone with a yen to write - a little primer full of tips and hints delivered with easy humour that ensures you won't forget them in a hurry. Written by a former newspaper edi... 0955698081, 9780955698088

Electronic Duotones: Black-One, Coated Brady Peery (1995), 0965138801, 9780965138802

No More Excuses Sotonye Diri (2009), Have you ever wanted an older brother or sister who could teach you about life and not sound like your parents, a teacher or a nagging grandma? Have you ever won... 0956099602, 9780956099600

Jonathan's Journey Evonne Paddison (2010), 0980864070, 9780980864076

Katherine Anchee Min (1996), 0140254757, 9780140254754

Aspects Abroad Timothy Whidborne (2003), 0952292440, 9780952292449

Poems from a Brother Tariq A. Shabazz (1998), 0966953614, 9780966953619

Bravo! Moni Port (2011), Helene loves her family, but she doesn't love the fact that her father is always so terribly loud. He never speaks normally. He always shouts. He's nice, but a shouter. One day Helene has had enough, so she packs her belongings and her be... 1877467936, 9781877467936

Angel Therapy: Healing Messages for Every Area of Your Life Doreen Virtue (2006), Dr. Doreen Virtue's life changed dramatically when angels miraculously warned her and then intervened during a carjacking. After her angelic encounter, Doreen began askin... 1401910505, 9781401910501

Zwischen Gespräch und Diskurs: Untersuchung Der Philosophischen Entwurfe Von Hans-georg Gadamer ... S. Jakob (),

Arnie and the Skateboard Gang Nancy Carlson (1997), When Arnie gets a new skateboard for his birthday, he can't wait to head for the park where the coolest skateboarders in town hang out. With lots of practice he even gets good enough to skateboard off the ramp, and before long he's doi... 0140558403, 9780140558401

Gina D's Cuddle Bug Christmas Joey Difrancesco (2004), 097278506X, 9780972785068

Water Lane T. Aitken (1987), 0099513900, 9780099513902

See Me Naked: Stories of Sexual Exile in American Christianity Amy Frykholm (2011), A fascinating, troubling, and finally heartening book that subtly shows ways that Christians might reconcile their bodies with their devotion to God. Highly recommended for individual ... 0807004677, 9780807004678

Wolf Girl Theresa Tomlinson (2011), Cwen, a poor weaver struggling to make a living at Whitby Abbey, is accused of possessing a valuable necklace; if found guilty she could be hanged. Wulfrun, Cwen's d... 1446404447, 9781446404447

Understanding Dance Graham McFee (2003), Understanding Dance is a comprehensive introduction to the aesthetics of dance, and will be an essential text for all those interested in dance as an object of study. Focusing on the work of a number of major choreographers, companies and critics Graham McFee explores the nature of our understa... 1134899467, 9781134899463

Guide to Practical Debugging Edelson ()
The T-class submarine: the classic British design Paul Kemp (1990),

The Effect of Bilingualism on Third Language Acquisition Jasone Cenoz (2003), 0954525906, 9780954525903

In The Mixed Gender Of The Sea Jennifer B. MacPherson (2004), 0974070122, 9780974070124

Esther Pier Poortinga (2012), 0987147250, 9780987147257

Socio Twenty First Cen & Socio Classics Pkg ANONIMO (2004), 0131645560, 9780131645561

Tales From India J.E.B. Gray (), 0195673964, 9780195673968

Understanding Emerging Security Challenges: Threats and Opportunities Ashok Swain (2013), This book offers an overview of emerging security challenges in the global environment in the post-Cold War era. After the fall of the Berlin Wall and the subsequent shift... 0415523303, 9780415523301

The Fashion Year, Volume 1 Brenda Polan, Lorraine Johnston (1983), 0946391025, 9780946391028

The Open Door Josephine Maynard Beall (1994), 0969828101, 9780969828105

The Discipline Gradient: Choosing the Right Discipline for Your Child's Age and Personality Susan Thierman (1999), 0966960904, 9780966960907

Inst Hdbk a Course Basic 001 Horn (1996), Contains teaching tips, syllabus planning, and lesson organization.

Achieving Excellence in the Fire Service Judy Janing, Gordon M. Sachs (2002), Developed specifically for fire service professionals, this book is a quality improvement resource that outlines a step-by-step process for assessing, measuring, ev... 0130422088, 9780130422088

Mud Puddle: Read-Aloud Edition Robert Munsch (2012), Whenever Jule Ann goes outside, a Mud Puddle jumps on her and gets her muddy all over. But she defeats it with cheerful ingenuity and two bars of smelly yellow soap. As in all Munsch stories, kids are the ... 1453256296, 9781453256299

Pianomouse's Musical Circus: Activity, Book 1 Kathleen Thyberg (2013), 0988906813, 9780988906815

The Basics Of Anal Sex: Everything You Need To Know Before You Go Playing In The Backyard K.C. White (),

General George Crook's Campaign of 1876: June 5 Through August 3 : Newspaper Accounts of the Day (2000), 0970142455, 9780970142450

A South Australian Pioneer Family: The Barkers of Baldina House, St. John's Wood Dean Walter Berry (1979), 0959448802, 9780959448801

Stones of Fire C.M. Palov (2009), Eight hundred years ago a Crusader in the Holy Land discovered a gold box. Under a veil of secrecy it was transported to England and hidden, the clues to its whereabouts embedded in sixteen cryptic lines of verse. For centu... 0141041234, 9780141041230

Treasures of Dorset Jean Bellamy (1991), 0946328366, 9780946328369

Glass Painted Projects Judy Balchin (2009), Offering great techniques across 20 dazzling projects, this trove of ideas is perfect for crafters seeking new ways to expand their art. Featuring chic, stylish designs, each project is accompanied by step-by-step instruct... 1844483479, 9781844483471


Machine Intelligence 13: Machine Intelligence and Inductive Learning  K. Furukawa, D. Michie, S. Muggleton (1994), The founder of modern computational logic, J A Robinson, opens this volume with a chapter on the field's great forefathers John van Neumann and Alan Turing. Stephen Muggleton follows with an analysis of Turing's legacy. 0198538235, 9780198538233

Lost in the Labyrinth  Patrice Kindl (2005), From the deepest layer of the Labyrinth under the Royal Palace to the topmost floor of the prison tower, this enthralling version of the myth of the maze and the Minotaur by master storyteller Patrice Kindl is filled with stories. 0618394028, 9780618394029


50 Dangerous Things (You Should Let Your Children Do)  Gever Tulley, Julie Spiegler (2011), An activity book about danger, safety, and the incredible world around us. In a time when children are too often coddled, 50 Dangerous Things (You Should Let Your Children Do) reminds readers that climbing trees is good for them. 1101528559, 9781101528556

Richard Deacon: Association  Richard Deacon, Francis Gooding (2012), Throughout his practice, Richard Deacon has employed diverse materials including wood, aluminium, plastic, steel, ceramic, glass, rubber, resin, polycarbonate, leather and cloth: exploiting their potential to create complex and challenging forms. It is a radical vocabulary that... 0947830367, 9780947830366

Second quantization-based methods in quantum chemistry  Poul Jorgensen, Jack Simons (1981), 0123902207, 9780123902207

The Western Front: The War Years in Santa Barbara County, 1937 to 1946  Justin M. Ruhge (1989), 0961480750, 9780961480752

Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary Literacy Sample Pages  Oxford University Press (1998),

Double Wedding  Alan Pattillo (1993), 0952085909, 9780952085904

Saskatchewan Book of Everything: Everything You Wanted to Know about Saskatchewan and Were Going to Ask Anyway  Kelly-Anne Riess (2007), From the fur-trade stronghold to the Land of the Living Skies and from the North-West Rebellion and the Roughriders to profiles of Joni Mitchell, Gordie Howe, Guy Vanderhaegh, Tommy Douglas, and the entrepreneurial Hill family, no book on Saskatchewan... 0973806397, 9780973806397

Songs of Deliverance: A Biblical Post Abortion Healing Process for Individuals and Groups  Karpavage (1996), 0984498508, 9780984498505

Keepers, cockneys and kitchen maids: memories of Epping Forest 1900-1925  Georgina Green (1987), 0950791512, 9780950791517
Stella Steyn (1907-1987): Fauvist Paintings Stella Steyn (2008), 0955774217, 9780955774218

Fungal Biotechnology Timm Anke (2002), An extensive yet readily comprehensible survey of the various aspects of applied mycology. An introduction to fungal physiology and genetics is followed by a discussion of applications in fungal bio... 3527308822, 9783527308828

Hold-Outs: The Los Angeles Poetry Renaissance, 1948-1992 Bill Mohr (2011), In Hold-Outs, Bill Mohr, long a figure on the Los Angeles poetry scene, reveals the complicated evolution of the literary landscape in a city famous for its production of corporate culture. Mohr's multigenerational account of the ... 1609380738, 9781609380731


Teaching on Preaching Hyles Publications (2002),

Genesis: The Great Story Prentice Meador (Jr.) (1993), 0945441177, 9780945441175

More Unconsidered Trifles: Papers to Celebrate the Career of Sandra Bowdler Jane Balme, Sue O'Connor (2008), 0958922136, 9780958922135

The decomposition of sociology Irving Louis Horowitz (1993), Sociology, writes Irving Louis Horowitz, has changed from a central discipline of the social sciences to an ideological outpost of political extremism. As a result, the field is in crisis. Some departments have been shut down, others cut back, res... 0195073169, 9780195073164

My Money Matters: Tools to Build Peace of Mind and Long-Term Wealth Galia Gichon (2008), Seven interactive workbooks on topics - including getting organized, getting out of debt, and saving for retirement - all provide exercises to help get your financial life organized. In addition, you'll find 26 cards with "money mantras" on one side... 0977738337, 9780977738335

Marvel Legacy: The 1960s-1990s Handbook (2007), Meet Zesty Tastee, flamboyant gay playboy and heir to the Tastee Corporation fortune. That's what the world knows of him, but Zesty is also Magpie, the corporate saboteur who fi... 0785120823, 9780785120827

NORTHSTAR INTERMEDIATE READING AND WRITING CD(2) CAROL NUMRICH, FRANCIS BOYD ()

Purchasing's Contribution to the Socially Responsible Management of the Supply Chain Craig R. Carter, Marianne Jennings (2000), 0945968477, 9780945968474

Enrgia On Level Enrichment Reader, 6pk, Grade 2; Harcourt School Publishers Ciencias Florida Hsp (2006), 0153591242, 9780153591242


Investing in Land: How to Build Wealth Buying, Selling, Subdividing, and Developing Land Robert J. Abalos (2003), 0974042307, 9780974042305

Multicultural Aged Care Services Directory 2009 David Chen, Donna Eynon, Natasha Kukanja, Michelle Jones (1997), 0958101116, 9780958101110

How to Photograph Absolutely Everything: Successful Pictures from your Digital Camera Tom Ang (2009), This paperback edition of How To Photograph Absolutely Everything by renowned photographer, author, and broadcaster Tom Ang, delivers exactly what the title promises. Avoiding intim... 0756657032, 9780756657031
Obsession Julia Lawrinson (2001), Charlie is fifteen. She's just moved to a new school and nothing is going right. She's hanging around with a girl she can't stand, her mother is a grief-stricken, wine-sodden mess, and she has no one to talk to except the pages of her diary. Eve... 1863683240, 9781863683241

AMERICAN HOTLINE EARLY-INTERMEDIATE(T:1) Tom Hutchinson (1997), Adopts a problem-solving, step-by-step approach to grammar, asking students first to think about how the language works and then to complete grammar charts accordingly. All four skills of reading, writing...

Engaging Students: Using the Unit in Comprehensive Lesson Planning Dianna Beirne, Kathleen Velsor (2012), It has become increasingly evident while working with in-service and pre-service teachers that educators are seeking meaningful solutions to teaching and learning. Engaging Students: ... 1610488016, 9781610488013

Qantas Business Case Study David Broadbridge (2002), 0958582076, 9780958582070

No Crowds Present: Reflections on Contemplation and Divine Friendship Mike Stewart (2007),


Autodesk Inventor 2012 Essentials Plus Daniel Banach, Travis Jones, Alan Kalaméja (2011), Updated for use with latest version of Autodesk Inventor software, AUTODESK INVENTOR 2012 ESSENTIALS PLUS demonstrates critical CAD concepts, from basic sketching and modeling through advanced modeling techniques, and provi... 1111646651, 9781111646653

Maya Archaeology, Volume 1, Charles W. Golden, Stephen D. Houston, Joel Skidmore (2009), 0982133316, 9780982133316

A Thematic Commentary on the Quran, Volume 2 Muhammad Ghazl (2000), 1565642600, 9781565642607

Kenyan Quest Jack Rosshirt (2002), A retired American oil executive, an Italian, a World War II concentration camp guard, a reformed IRA terrorist, and a neo-Nazi all sit down for dinner at a mission in the Kenyan desert. How--and why--they each came to be there is the intriguing story of "Kenyan Quest." 097178681X, 9780971786813

Green Tea and Ripe Sage Chuck Grimes (2003), 0972546170, 9780972546171

Darwin's Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the Meanings of Life Daniel C. Dennett (1996), In Darwin's Dangerous Idea: Evolution and the Meanings of Life Daniel C. Dennett argues that the theory of evolution can demystify the miracles of life without devaluing our most cherished beliefs. From the moment it first appeared, Charles... 014016734X, 9780140167344

Dancin' Pen: Calligraphy Technique of Pen Manipulation and Beyond (2012), 0988240602, 9780988240605

The complete book of vegetables, herbs and fruit Matthew Biggs, Bob Flowerdew, Jekka McVicar (2006), This volume looks at over 1000 plants, providing: a history of where the plant comes from; a list of species to choose from; cultivation, propagation and harvesting details; and information on pests and diseases... 1856266710, 9781856266710

Fundamentals of convolutional coding Rolf Johannesson, K. Sh Zigangirov, IEEE Communications Society, IEEE Information Theory Society, Vehicular Technology Society (1999), "Convolutional codes, among the main error control codes, are routinely used in applications for mobile telephony,
satellite communications, and voice-band modems. Written by t... 0780334833, 9780780334830

**Women's Growth in Connection: Writings from the Stone Center** Judith V. Jordan (1991), Women's Growth in Connection offers a sampling of the influential ideas emanating from The Stone Center, Wellesley College, about women's meaning systems, values, and organization of experience... 0898624657, 9780898624656

**Easy Writer Student Worksheets** Evelyn Rothstein (1988), 096061723X, 9780960617234

**The First World War and international politics** David Stevenson (1988), The horrors of the First World War--trench warfare, human tragedy, and military blunders--are well known, yet the role of politicians and diplomats has strangely been neglected. Redressing ... 0198730497, 9780198730491

**Cookin' the Book$: Say Pasta la Vista to Corporate Accounting Tricks and Fraud** Don Silver (2002), 0944708706, 9780944708705


**Life Skills and Test Prep 4, Book 4** Dawn Furushima, Wendy Long, Garnet Templin-Imel (2009), Life Skills and Test Prep 4, by Wendy Pratt Long, Dawn Furushima, and Garnet Templin-Imel, provides engaging instruction in the essential life skills competencies that adult learners need in all their roles -- at home, at work, in ... 0132085739, 9780132085731

**Foundations of Mathematics Twelve** Cathy Canavan-McGrath (2012), 0176510591, 9780176510596

**Murder in Hand** Celia Conrad (2012), When Alicia Allen's client, Fabio Angelino, tells her that his father disappeared in Sicily, presumed murdered by the Mafia, and then his sister Giulia is mu... 0954623347, 9780954623340

**Logis of Great Britain** (1992), 095186940X, 9780951869406

**Alive in the House of the Monkey King** Derek R. Audette (2005),


**Introduction to Financial Accounting** (1998), "Introductory Financial Accounting, 9e" provides a unique and perfect blend of robust financial statement analysis with early statement of cash flows coverage. It is directed at those who will analyze real financ... 0138629544, 9780138629540

**Toxic Divorce: A Workbook for Alienated Parents** Kathleen M. Reay (2011), In the 1980s, Dr. Richard A. Gardner, a child and forensic psychiatrist, championed a child custody litigation phenomenon called Parental Alienation Syndrome (PAS). Since that time, the PAS phenomenon has gained increased recognition in both the mental health and legal fields. For ... 098691780X, 9780986917806

**Engineering Drawing** N D Bhatt, V M Panchal (2010),

Americanos: Latino Life in the United States  Edward James Olmos, Lea Ybarra, Manuel Monterrey (1999), The portraits included in Americanos represent an unprecedented effort to illuminate and celebrate the lives of Latinos. Under the direction of actor and activist Edward James Olmos, more than thirty award-winning photographers fanned out across the country to capture life on th... 0316649147, 9780316649148

Nelson Chemistry 11  Frank Jenkins (2001),

Authors in Depth: The British Tradition  (2000), 013050405X, 9780130504050

Sherlock Holmes and the Mystery of Boscombe Pool: Penguin Longman Readers  Prentice Hall PTR (),

Toe Nailed to the Floor  David Drane (1976), 0950464708, 9780950464701

Who is My Neighbor?: Personalism and the Foundations of Human Rights  Thomas D. Williams (LC.) (2005), Over the past half century the language of human rights has gained such dominance in moral, civic, and ecclesiastical discourse that ethical and social questions are increasingly fra... 0813213916, 9780813213910


Kate Turner Evening  Kate Fairfax Turner, Prue Gibson (2005), 0975762052, 9780975762059

Directory of State and Local Government Laboratory Accreditation/Designation Programs  Charles W. Hyer (2003), Provides a guide to laboratory accreditation and similar types of programs conducted by State and local government agencies. 0160676762, 9780160676765

Andrea Robinson's Wine Buying Guide for Everyone: Featuring More Than 800 Top Wines Available in Stores and Restaurants  Andrea Robinson (2007), Dispensing with the obscure and hard-to-find wines covered by so many critics and wine guides, Master Sommelier Andrea Robinson showcases the most popular and available wines in s... 0977103226, 9780977103225


Gods of Nemrud: The Royal Sanctuary of Antiochos I Et the Kingdom of Commagene  Ahmet Ertu, Roland R. R. Smith (2012), 095480774X, 9780954807740

Veterans Affairs ability to respond to the health care and housing program needs of veterans in West Virginia and western Pennsylvania: joint field hearing before the Subcommittee on Housing and Memorial Affairs and Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the Committee on Veterans ..., United States. Congress. House. Committee on Veterans' Affairs. Subcommittee on Housing and Memorial Affairs (1992), 0160393922, 9780160393921

The Merchant Shipping (musters, Training and Decision Support Systems) Regulations 1999  Great Britain (1999), 011085330X, 9780110853307


A-LM Spanish: Level Two  Barbara Louise Mujica, Guillermo Segreda (1974),

Tempted: 150 Very Wicked Desserts  (2006), 'Tempted' is a cookbook chock-full of mouth-watering treats and sinful desserts. Containing 150 recipes it is aimed at the modern cook who wants to make
Go Tell it on the Mountain  James Baldwin (2001), "Nothing but the darkness, and all around them destruction, and before them nothing but the fire--a bastard people, far from God, singing and crying in the wilderness!" First published in 1953, Baldwin's first novel is a shor... 0141917199, 9780141917191


The World As Will and Idea  Arthur Schopenhauer (2010), This is an EXACT reproduction of a book published before 1923. This IS NOT an OCR'd book with strange characters, introduced typographical errors, and jumbled words. This book may have occasional imperfections suc... 1146776209, 9781146776202

Just Ask Leadership: Why Great Managers Always Ask the Right Questions  Gary B. Cohen (2009), John T. Chain, Jr., rose from a second lieutenant to four-star general and led our national missile defense program. Mike Harper led ConAgra Foods from $636 million to $20 billion in 20 years and increased its stocks value 150 times over. Ask Gary Cohen what these remarkable ... 0071639144, 9780071639149

The Winning Secrets of Football and Make the Most of Available Personnel  Ken Lyons (2001), 0970595220, 9780970595225


The Scarlet Letter  Nathaniel Hawthorne (1850),

Katie, James and the Moonster  Patricia Irene Johnson, Jan Van Der Voo (1986), 0949250163, 9780949250162

Understanding Divine Healing  Richard M. Sipley (1986), 0946515174, 9780946515172

Goatwalking  Jim Corbett (1992), This extraordinary guide to wildland living is by turns practical, political, and personal. Corbett has spent much of his life as a cowboy, goat herder, range analyst, and ... 0140122478, 9780140122473

Famous Battles of the Civil War: Card Game  U.S. GAMES SYSTEMS (1996), 0880791780, 9780880791786

The Spunky Coconut Gluten-Free Baking and Desserts  Kelly Brozyna (2013), The Spunky Coconut Gluten-Free Baking & Desserts cookbook offers 80 innovative gluten-free and casein-free recipes, including 50 which are egg-free. Inspired by raw food, Kelly Brozyna incorporates nut milks and na... 0982781172, 9780982781173

Zeno's Conscience  Italo Svevo (2002), Long hailed as a seminal work of modernism in the tradition of Joyce and Kafka, and now available in a supple new English translation, Italo Svevo's charming and splendidly idiosyncratic novel conducts readers deep into one hilariously hyperactive and endlessly self-deluding mind. The mind in que... 014018774X, 9780140187748

Official Journal of the European Communities  Office for Official Publications of the European Communities (1993), 0119119978, 9780119119978

Places Within My Heart  Sandra Hart (2006), 0971552517, 9780971552517

Competition in the Voluntary Sector: The Case of Community-Based Trainers in Alberta  Walter Josef Hossli, Muttart Foundation (2001), 0968704174, 9780968704172
And the Word Came with Power  Joanne Shetler, Patricia A. Purvis (2006), "This is the dramatic story of how God set in motion events that knit Joanne [Shetler] and the Balangao people together in a spiritual battle that changed them forever. For centuries the Balangaos had worshiped the capricious and hard-to-please... 0938978381, 9780938978381

Integrating Educational Technology Into Tchg  M. D. Roblyer, Edwards, William R. Wiencke (2002), 0130423106, 9780130423108


Illustrated Dictionary of Building  Peter Brett (2012), An Illustrated Dictionary of Building is ideal for practitioners and students on GNVQ, NVQ Construction and The Built Environment and Building Craft Operative courses. The guide is also useful reference for those in Higher Education on Professional, Architectural and other... 1135138567, 9781135138561

New singer, new song: the Cliff Richard story  David Brian Winter (1968), Relates the rise, success, and personal life of a popular British singer who got his start in 1958 during the rock and roll era.

Thomas Erskine of Linlathen: His Life and Theology, 1788-1837  Nicholas R. Needham (1990), A layman, Thomas Erskine combined his role as Laird of Linlathen with that of a theological writer and a correspondent of influence in Scotland and further afield. In 1821 he published his Unconditional... 0946068291, 9780946068296


The Boundaries of Babel: The Brain and the Enigma of Impossible Languages  Andrea Moro (2010), In "The Boundaries of Babel," Andrea Moro tells the story of an encounter between two cultures: contemporary theoretical linguistics and the cognitive neuros... 0262515067, 9780262515061

Justin & Tony: An Original Story  Peggy Smith (2004), 0974434396, 9780974434391

Things that are  Andrew Clements (2008), Alicia may be blind, but that doesn?t mean she can?t see what?s happening right in front of her eyes. Like how her parents try to give her freedom. Or how Bobby?now Robert?has returned to figure out... 0399246916, 9780399246913

Conversations in Nursing Professional Development  Julia W. Aucoin (2002), 0971749906, 9780971749900

An Account of Some Strange Disturbances in Aungier Street  Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu (2012), This early work by Sheridan Le Fanu was originally published in 1851. Born in Dublin in 1814, he came from a literary family of Huguenot origins; both his grandmother Alicia Sheridan Le Fanu and his great-uncle Richard Brinsley Sheridan were playwrights, 144746611X, 9781447466116

Stories from a Small Town: Anecdotal History of Greystones, County Wicklow, Volume 1  Peter McNiff (2004), 0954956109, 9780954956103

Monsieur Marceau: Actor Without Words  Leda Schubert (2012), Marcel Marceau, the world's most famous mime, enthralled audiences around the world for more than fifty years. When he waved his hand or lifted his eyebrow he was able to speak volumes without ever saying a word. But few know the story of the man behind those gestures . . . Distinguished auth... 1596435291, 9781596435292

Compilation of Selected Energy-related Legislation: Oil, Gas, and Nonnuclear Fuels as Amended Through December 31, 2000 ...  United States (2001), 0160507596, 9780160507595

Orientalism, masquerade and Mozart's Turkish music  Matthew William Head (2000), Matthew Head
explores the cultural meanings of Mozart's Turkish music in the composer's 18th-century context, in subsequent discourses of Mozart's significance for 'Western' cu... 0947854088, 9780947854089


Holding the Left at Gettysburg: The 20th New York State Militia on July 1, 1863 Seward R. Osborne (1990), 0944413145, 9780944413142

The World Of Pre-Suffs And Roots* Upkar Prakashan - Editorial Board (2010),

Oklahoma! Jay J. Wagoner (1989), A formal textbook history of Oklahoma, for junior high audiences and up. 0962236101, 9780962236105

Fish Anthology 2009 Clement Cairns, Jula Walton (2009), 095627210X, 9780956272102


The Six-Liter Club: A Novel Harry Kraus (2010), ELUSIVE WHISPERS, A DARK CLOSET, STRONG ARMS... DOES SHE EVEN WANT TO REMEMBER?Camille Weller has arrived as the first African-American attending in the trauma service of the... 1416577971, 9781416577973

The Jumping Frog: In English, Then in French, Then Clawed Back Into A Civilized Language Once More by Patient, Unremunerated Toil (1903) Mark Twain (2010), This scarce antiquarian book is a selection from Kessinger Publishing's Legacy Reprint Series. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages. Because we believe this work... 1163961213, 9781163961216

Full Circles Overlapping Lives: Culture and Generation in Transition Mary Catherine Bateson (2000), In Full Circles, Overlapping Lives, bestselling author and cultural anthropologist Mary Catherine Bateson looks with an inspired eye at how our very concepts of personal identity and shared fulfillment are changing. Living longer than ever before, alongside increasingly di... 0375501010, 9780375501012

Younger Every Day: 73 Quick Tips on Staying Healthy, Looking Young and Living Longer (2001), 013061579X, 9780130615794

We Are Americans, We Are Scouts: The Chief Scout Citizen on Building a Scouting Way of Life David C. Scott (2008), WE ARE AMERICANS, WE ARE SCOUTS is a superb collection of carefully selected motivational anecdotes and quotations from Theodore Roosevelt, the first and only Chief Scout Citizen of the Boy Scouts of America. Using words and stories from Roosevelt's remarkable and influential life, Mr. Scott masterf... 0978983610, 9780978983611

Business Feasibility Analysis Pro Palo Alto Software, Palo Alto Software Staff (2006), This wizard based software, designed to support any small business management and/or entrepreneurship text, is a step-by-step guide and an easy-to-use tool to complete a feasibility analysis on a b... 0136132014, 9780136132011


Pat Hoffie: Cocons Tachaes Pat Hoffie (1993), 0947220313, 9780947220310

Official Records United Nations Publications (1990), 0119098741, 9780119098747

The Boy with Two Heads Andy Mulligan (2013), How would YOU feel if you woke up and found
another head growing out of YOUR neck? What's more it's a living, breathing, TALKING head, with a rude, sharp tongue and an evil sense of humour. It knows all your darkest thoughts and it's not afraid to say what it... 1448157021, 9781448157020

The Complete Java Training Course Harvey M. Deitel, Paul J. Deitel (1999), 0130830550, 9780130830555

Of corn silk and black braids Vincent L. Johnson, Linda Crockett (2005), Many of us have bad hair days, and Sarah is no exception. Her hair is so hard to comb when it's wet. One day Sarah plays out in the rain, and she hates having her mother comb her hair afterward. In ...

Baptist Piety: The Last Will & Testimony of Obadiah Holmes Obediah Holmes (1980), "Gaustad provides a fine account of the events that were the context for Holmes's life and action, [and] abundant and well-chosen excerpts from debates and trials provide the reader with a powerful s... 0405124392, 9780405124396

Petrolia: A Brief History of the Pennsylvania Petroleum Region Andrew Cone, Walter R. Johns (1990), 0945821182, 9780945821182

Debonair Jack: The Biography of Sir John Longstaff : 1861-1941 Prue Joske (1994), A biography of the storekeeper boy from Shepparton who became Australia's first knighted artist and an eminent portrait painter, written by the grand daughter of his sister Polly. With 14 colour plates and 16 black-and-w... 0949873497, 9780949873491

The Domeliners: A Pictorial History of the Penthouse Trains (1973),

Kaffe's Classics: 25 Glorious Knitting Designs Kaffe Fassett (2000), Kaffe's Classics is a collection of 24 sweaters and one afghan, all fun to knit in the author’s trademark vibrant colors and rich patterns. The sweater shapes are basic without being boring, and unlikely to go out of fashion. Ai... 0091874092, 9780091874094


The Cassiopeia Grail Frank Mari D'Alessandro (2006), 0977803201, 9780977803200

The MANUAL for Making Smart Money Without Getting Another Stupid Job Lemire (2012),

Wordscapes George Edward Hart (2011), 0968325114, 9780968325117

The Good Mother Sue Miller (1987), Recently divorced, Anna Dunlap has two passionate attachments: her daughter, four-year-old Molly, and her lover, Leo, the man who makes her feel beautiful -- and s... 0816141703, 9780816141708


Insider's Guide to Mayo Clinic: Expert Advice for Patients and Family from the Patient's Perspective Ron Wolfson (2008), 0979548306, 9780979548307

Handwriting Analysis Made Easy: Quickly Discover Personality and Behavior Traits, Personally and Professionally Jess E. Dines (1990), 0962766607, 9780962766602

Saltwater Fly-fishing in Australia Peter Gibson (2006), 0975226231, 9780975226230

Tools for Team Building in a Small Service Business Andrew J. Dunning (2007), A manual designed
to assist the small business owner to develop an effective team of employees. 097503734X, 9780975037348

The Student Edition of Matlab: For MS-DOS Personal Computers (1992), 0138559740, 9780138559748

A Practical Handbook for Substance Abuse Counselors Lawrence C. Brown-Ellington (1992), 0963187910, 9780963187918

Countryfile: Adam’s Farm: My Life on the Land Adam Henson (2011), In 2001, Adam Henson was chosen from 3,500 applicants to become a presenter on Countryfile. Adam's agricultural knowledge and open manner soon made him a popu... 1409071545, 9781409071549

Last Evenings on Earth Roberto Bolao (2008), Ernest Hemingway once said that a good story was like an iceberg; what is visible is always smaller than the part that remains hidden beneath the water, which confers intensity, mystery, power and meaning on what floats on the surface. This is cer... 0099469421, 9780099469421


The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists Robert Tressell (2004), A sustained attack on selfish capitalism, and a Socialist critique of Edwardian England's social inequality, Robert Tressell's The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists includes an introduction by Tristram Hunt in Penguin Mode... 0141187697, 9780141187693

In full flower: aging women, power, and sexuality : a history Lois W. Banner (1992), Here, brilliantly and provocatively drawn in the context of history from prepatriarchal times to the present, is the woman of mature years as she has been envisaged by herself, by men, and by her sisters--as she has been mythol...

Doing Things for Reasons Rudiger Bittner Professor of Philosophy University of Bielefeld (2001), What exactly are the reasons we do things, and how are they related to the resulting actions? Bittner explores this question and proposes an answer: a reason is a response to that state of affairs. Elegantly written, this work is a substantia... 0198032838, 9780198032830

Louis: Dreams Never Die Hey and Mum (COP) (2004), When Louis and FC decide to visit Aunt Alison, little do they realize what dangers lurk in Hamlet's labyrinthine pathways. The odious Fly Catchers are never far behind and a genuine adventure story unfolds. An exploration of our modern lives; a ... 0954598407, 9780954598402

Pocketful of Posies: A Treasury of Nursery Rhymes Salley Mavor (2010), This hand-picked collection of classic nursery rhymes, all delicately and painstakingly illustrated by Salley Mavor, who is reknown for her incredibly detailed fabric and cloth scenes. It took Mavor ten years to develop h... 0547504926, 9780547504926

Conversations with Denise Levertov Jewel Spears Brooker (1998), Denise Levertov, American poet and activist, died in December 1997 at the age of 74. This book contains some twenty previously uncollected interviews conducted be... 1578060745, 9781578060740

Mechanical Behavior Materials Vers Pie Meyers &, Krishan Kumar Chawla (1998), 0139081879, 9780139081873

The Maudlin Impression: English Literary Images of Mary Magdalene, 1550-1700 Patricia Badir (2009), Patricia Badir's The Maudlin Impression investigates the figure of Mary Magdalene in post-medieval English religious writings and visual representations. Badir argues that the medieval
Magdalene story was not discarded as part of Reformation iconoclasm...


Holistic Addiction Program: Client Workbook (2012), This workbook allows clients going through addiction treatment to chart their progress, lesson by lesson, and document their work.

Greybeard Ronald Morley (1990), 0949206717, 9780949206718

When in Britain: Intermediate, Volume 1 Rob Nolasco, Pter Medgyes (1990), This title includes the following features: It provides a variety of communicative activities to improve speaking skills, combined with information about Britain.; The topics are designed to appeal to young adults and deal with cultural aspects of the British way of life, including habits, manne... 0194322912, 9780194322911


Financial Accounting Walter T. Harrison, Charles T. Horngren, W. Morley Lemon (1996), Financial Accounting, 6e helps users LEARN, PRACTICE, and REMEMBER the accounting cycle. A specially designed Accounting Cycle Tutorial program is integrated in the first three chapters (icons in the margin point readers to an online program, a free website that accompanies the book). ...

Digital Systems Prentice Hall PTR (2000),

Introduction to Chemistry Tro (2005), 013224683X, 9780132246835

The Physician's Guidebook to Medical Spanish: Treatment, Craig Alan Sinkinson (2007), The Physician's Guidebook to Medical Spanish is the most extensive Medical Spanish resource ever created. It is so complete, you'll never want to work w... 0974508985, 9780974508986


Office Politics: The Woman's Guide to Beat the System and Gain Financial Success R. Don Steele (1994), Reality: The corporate world is a world dominated and controlled by men. Don Steele is a man who has prevailed in that world for 30 years. He tells you honestly and bluntly how that world really works and what women must do to succeed. 0962067113, 9780962067112

Living on Sunshine Sandy M. Coleman (2006), 097745133X, 9780977451333

The Ghost of Jack Woodford Keith Nichols (2005), 0960157468, 9780960157464

A War Bride's Story: Risking It All for Love After World War II Cynthia Faryon (2004), Gwendoline Cramer was one of the 48,000 war brides transported to Canada by the Canadian government between 1942 and 1947. Many of them were escorted across the water and handed over to their husbands with nothing more than... 1551539594, 9781551539591

Thoroughbred Horse Racing Systems and Methodologies Vincent Conti (2006), 0980147514,
Half a revolution: contemporary fiction by Russian women Masha Gessen (1995). Nine stories by Russian women. In She Who Bears No Ill, a woman disfigured by a disease prefers to be locked up in a mental institution rather than be looked at with repugnance outside, while The Day of the Poplar Flakes descri... 157344006X, 9781573440066

The Second Wives Club Jane Moore (2007). It's Alison's wedding day, her gorgeous husband Luca is by her side, and everything is just perfect. Perfect that is, until Luca's first wife gatecrashes the reception and makes it clear that she's going to remain very much part of his life ...A stunn... 0999465035, 9780099465034

Dr. Doodle's Animal Verses (2003), 0953229653, 9780953229659

Compelling Intrusion Max Dainton (2001), 0957933002, 9780957933002

Emerg Care Update Paper&achiev&1ky Ec10 Pkg ANONIMO (2006), 013234839X, 9780132348393

STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS 2005: PART 1 SECTION 1 NOS.1 TO 249; SECTION 2 NOS. 250 TO 449; SECTION 3 NOS.450 TO 655; SECTION 4 NOS. 656 TO 895; SECTION 5 NOS. 895 TO 1263 1ST JANUARY TO 30TH APRIL 2005 Great Britain Statutes (2006), 0118404288, 9780118404280

Amasele Christian Themba Msimang, Johannes Marthinus Wolmarans Kotz (1988), 094743609X, 9780947436094


Health Impacts on Adult Women of Childhood Sexual Assault Before the Age of Twelve Years: A Report on Community Research Ipswich Women'S Health And Sexual Assault Service Staff (1998), 0958644306, 9780958644303

Cases and Materials on Criminal Law Janet Dine, James J. Gobert, William Wilson (2006). The fifth edition of this established book covers the latest developments including sexual offences, racially aggravated crime and recklessness. More 'Notes and Questions' sections have been inlcuded throughout th... 0199279845, 9780199279845

Burglars Can't be Choosers Lawrence Block (1977). Bernie Rhodenbarr is a personable chap, a good neighbor, a passable poker player. His chosen profession, however, might not sit well with some. Bernie is a burglar, a good one, effortlessly lifting valuables from the not-so-well-protected abodes of well-to-do New Yorke... 094835352X, 9780948353529

Campbelltown 1868-1968 John Taggart Leaney (1968), 095998240X, 9780959982404


Kozier & Erbs Fund Nursg&acc&pearson Drg Pk (2009), 0137047282, 9780137047284

Baptism in the New Testament Oscar Cullmann (1961),

financial Statements 2009/10 0102966737, 9780102966732

**To Everything There Is a Season** Jeneanne Sieck, Mary Bevis (1987), 0944884024, 9780944884027

**Sunbeams: HBJ Reading 1987.** (1987), 0153305088, 9780153305085

‘Fighting McKenzie’ Anzac Chaplain: Tribute to a Hero Col Stringer (2003), Tribute to a hero. After WW1 ‘Mac’ was the most famous man in Australia. He had served the Anzacs on Gallipoli, the Middle East, the Somme, Pozieres and Passchendaele. During this time he led 3,000 to a living faith in Christ as wel... 0957759835, 9780957759831

**100 Himalayan Flowers** P. V. Bole (1991), 0944142559, 9780944142554

**Home of the Brave: Stories in Uniform** Jeffery Hess (2009), Among these stories by writers, including Kurt Vonnegut, Tim O'Brien, Tobias Wolff, Chris Offutt, Benjamin Percy and many others, you'll find shipbuilders and sailors, pilots, wild dogs, battles-both physical and emotional, misunderstandings, fistfights, and the wounds of unreq... 0982441606, 9780982441602

**More Boys' Toys of the Fifties and Sixties (Wards): Toy Pages from the Great Montgomery Ward Christmas Catalogs, 1950-1969** Thomas W. Holland (1998), Hundreds of now-collectible toys such as Lionel and American Flyer trains, Marx play sets, Remco's "Toy's for Boys", G.I. Joe, Matchbox cars, Tonka Trucks, and even space-age robots, rockets... 1887790055, 9781887790055

**Islamic Reform: Politics and Social Change in Late Ottoman Syria** David Dean Commins (1990), Religious community and nation have long been the chief poles of political and cultural identity for peoples of the modern Middle East. This work explores how men in turn-of-the-centur... 0195061039, 9780195061031

**Adventure Guide to the Triangle** Maia Dery, Brent Abbey (2005), This is the first comprehensive guide that covers all hiking, bicycling, and paddling opportunities in the Triangle area of North Carolina. In this guide, the Triangle... 0895873125, 9780895873125

**Top Class Activities: Book 1 : 50 Short Games and Activities for Teachers.** Peter WatcynJones (1997), A huge variety of activities including, vocabulary games, discussions, questionnaires, quizzes, and much more Material for all ages and levels from Elementary to Advanced Detailed teacher's notes and photocopiable handouts - minimum preparation time Most activities can be completed ... 0140816194, 9780140816198

**Echoes of Time** Luis T. Castillo (2009), After the tragic deaths of his wife and child, Robert Hamilton, an acclaimed professor of history at Bates University, retreats from his academic life to lose himself in research. The topic is the world's most elusive s... 0980151031, 9780980151039


**Lost and Found: Spirituality for a Changing World** Michael J. Cunningham (2007), 0954838882, 9780954838881

**Reflections on the Occasion of the 50th Anniversary: Cotober 1988** Canon Law Society of America (1988), 0943616417, 9780943616414

**Summer According to Humphrey** Betty G. Birney (2011), When Humphrey hears that school is ending, he can't believe his ears. What's a classroom hamster to do if there's no more school? It turns out that Mrs. Brisbane has planned something thrilling for Humphre... 0606153543, 9780606153546
Messages from the High Desert: The Art, Archaeology and Renaissance of Mesa Verde Pottery
Clint Swink (2003), 097442630X, 9780974426303

Is God with Us? W. Weston Jolly (1999), 0967498201, 9780967498201

Coaching Tennis Chuck Kriese (1998), Chuck Kriese, men's head tennis coach at Clemson University and former U.S. Junior Davis Cup Team coach, is the all-time winningest coach in the Atlantic Coast Conference, and his career victories stand among the top in U... 1570281238, 9781570281235

Battlefield of the Mind: Winning the Battle in Your Mind Joyce Meyer (2008), In celebration of selling 3 million copies, FaithWords is publishing a special updated edition of BATTLEFIELD OF THE MIND. Worry, doubt, confusion, depression, anger and feelings of con... 0446540420, 9780446540421

Mr Nosey. Roger Hargreaves (1987), 0947192492, 9780947192495

Child Soldiers: From Recruitment to Reintegration Alpaslan zerdem, Sukanya Podder (2011), This book examines the complex and under-researched relationship between recruitment experiences and reintegration outcomes for child soldiers. It looks at time spent in the group, issues of cohesion, identification, affiliation, membership and the post demobilization experience of return, and... 0230241964, 9780230241961

Innercourse: Christian Erotic Poetry Jonathan Smith ().

Mao's New World: Political Culture in the Early People's Republic Chang-tai Hung (2011), In this sweeping portrait of the political culture of the early People's Republic of China (PRC), Chang-tai Hung mines newly available sources to vividly reconstruct how the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) tightened its rule after taking power in 1949. With political-... 0801449340, 9780801449345

Success Secrets of University Students Lilly Julia Schubert Walker, Dieter J. Schonwetter (2002), Appropriate for first year university students in all disciplines. Using an integrated self-development focus, research-based skills and practical exercises, Success Secrets of University Students provides the tools necessary for students to achieve success in unive... 0130926477, 9780130926470

Get Ready for Pre-K Black Dog & Leventhal Pub., Black Dog & Leventhal Publishers (2011), For half a decade, the Get Ready for School series has been a summer staple for parents seeking to prepare their children for the challenges of the upcoming school year.... 157912870X, 9781579128708

Northanger Abbey Jane Austen (2009), Northanger Abbey (1817) is a parody of the gothic novels that were fashionable in Austens' day. It follows the straightforward and innocent young Catherine Morland, who comes to Full... 1442941650, 9781442941656

Selected Works of Jawaharlal Nehru: 16 July 1952-18 October 1952. Jawaharlal Nehru (1996), This volume covers the interim between July and October of 1952. Among other topics, readers will find herein Nehru's thoughts on the Kashmir question and his musings on the possib... 0195641930, 9780195641936

The Dictionary of National Biography: Founded in 1882 by George Smith, Volume 11 Sir Sidney Lee (1901),

The Torn Timeline Ray LeCara Jr. (2008), Can the future of the past be saved today? The lives of three seventh graders are forever changed when a hostile military force from the future takes them hostage during an attack on Stoney Hill Middle School. On the eve of his first mission, ... 0981504515, 9780981504513
Try Tracking! the Puppy Tracking Primer  Carolyn Krause, Try Tracking! (2005), Tracking is something that comes naturally to each and every dog, no matter what age, what breed or what size. Teaching your dog to track is the perfect way to spend time together, build your relationship, and challenge both of you...

Soul Affirmations: Affirmations to Help Rebalance Your Mind, Body and Soul  Nancy C. Finch (2011),


Questions You Can't Ask Your Mama: 68 1/2 Questions for Craig and Mike  Craig Gross, Mike Foster (2003), 097418490X, 9780974184906

Social Stories - Getting angry and Sharing  Natural Learning Concepts (2007), 097788662X, 9780977886662

Tremor of Intent  Anthony Burgess (2013), Denis Hillier is an aging British agent on his last assignment. His old school friend Roper defected to the USSR long ago, to become one of the evil empire's great ... 1847658946, 9781847658944

Breakthrough Strategy  Robert H. Schaffer (1990), A management expert demonstrates a strategy for performance improvement. Schaffer applies "the simple and direct approach of the successful entrepreneur" (D. A. Noble) to corporate America. 0887304044, 9780887304040

I Want to Enjoy My Children  Henry Brandt (1995), 0964874318, 9780964874312

Thinking with Type, 2nd revised and expanded edition: A Critical Guide for Designers, Writers, Editors, & Students  Ellen Lupton (2010), Our all time best selling book is now available in a revised and expanded second edition. Thinking with Type is the definitive guide to using typography in visual communication, from the printed page to the computer screen. This revised edition includ... 1568989695, 9781568989693

Sheet Metal Level 2 Trainee Guide, Perfect Bound  NCCER (2008), DESCRIPTION This exceptionally produced trainee guide features a highly illustrated design, technical hints and tips from industry experts, review questions and a whole lot more! Key content includes Trade Math Two, Plans an... 0136044840, 9780136044840

Rabbi Rami's Guide to God: Roadside Assistance for the Spiritual Teacher  Rabbi Rami Shapiro (2011), Written by one of the nation's top theologians, this is a down-to-earth, tolerant, and uplifting guide to the God shared and revered by all religions and spiritual practices. ... 0981870848, 9780981870847

Alcoholism  Neil Kessel, Henry Walton (1989), 0140227563, 9780140227567

Recovering from Mortality: Essays from a Cancer Limbo Time  Deborah Cumming (2005), A collection of essays examining how we live our lives, written by the author of the acclaimed short-fiction collection The Descent of Music. 0976096331, 9780976096337

T-backs, T-shirts, Coat, and Suit  E.L. Konigsburg (2011), Going to Peco, Florida, for the summer to stay with Bernadette is not Chloe's first choice. Or her second or her third. It's her only choice. She has to leave town because of the hair contract. If she didn't sign it, her friends would shun her; if she... 1442429259, 9781442429253

Arron the Royal Archer  George Wilson (2010), 097784773X, 9780977847730

Letters, Sounds, and Rhymes: Cheeky Fish  Tony Mitton (1999), The Oxford Literacy Web is an exciting new literacy programme designed to guide schools successfully through the primary years. Fitting the requirements of the National Literacy Strategy, National Curriculum in England and Wales, English Language 5-14 in Scotland, and Com... 0199156034, 9780199156030

Basic Business Statistics & Ssm& CD&Mml Pkg  (2009),

Communications White Paper  Great Britain. Parliament House of Commons. Culture, Media and Sport Committee, Media and Sport Culture Staff (2001), 0102117012, 9780102117011

Ammonites and the Other Cephalopods of the Pierre Seaway: Identification Guide  Neal L. Larson (1997), 0945005342, 9780945005346

Stay Alive!  John D. McCann (2011), Having a survival kit is not enough You must know what to do with it! An emergency can arise at anytime, and everyone from the average commuter to the risk-taking sportsman can benefit from knowing basic survival skills. Armed with the techniques in Survival Skills You N... 1440218323, 9781440218323

Trinity County Historic Sites  Alice Goen Jones (1981), 0960705430, 9780960705436

Orientalism in Louis XIV's France  Nicholas Dew (2009), Before the Enlightenment, and before the imperialism of the later eighteenth century, how did European readers find out about the varied cultures of Asia? Orientalism in Lou... 0199234841, 9780199234844


Diary of a Heartbreak Kid: Shawn Michaels' Journey into the WWE Hall of Fame  Craig Tello (2011), It's the week of WrestleMania, an event that's flourished in parallel with Shawn Michaels decorated career, an annual spectacular that The Heartbreak Kid seized time after time as his personal stage of excellence. Such a grand setting could not be more appropria... 1451668880, 9780618688227


His majesty's gentlemen: a directory of regular British Army officers of the War of 1812  Stuart Sutherland (2000), 0968839053, 9780968839058

Advertising Expenditure in Main Media and Australia 1960-2002  (2003), 095872542X, 9780958725422

The psychology of transcendence  Andrew Neher (1980), 0137366523, 9780137366521

Triumph: The Untold Story of Jesse Owens and Hitler's Olympics  Jeremy Schaap (2007), From the ESPN national correspondent and author of the New York Times bestseller Cinderella Man comes the remarkable behind-the-scenes story of a defining moment in sports and world history. In 1936, against a backdrop of swastikas flying and a storm troopers goose-stepping, an A... 0618688226, 9780618688227

Inside Out  Gerald Zipper (2006), Inside Out is a fast-moving story filled with surprises, biting humor, and the manipulations of a breakaway member in a fabulously oil-rich royal Middle Eastern family. In
Worth the Climb: A Black Woman's Pursuit of Corporate Success  Audrey Snyder (2012),


Journal of the National Cancer Institute, Volume 99, Issues 1-6  (2007), "Summaries of papers" contained in the journal accompany each issue, 19--


Te Gr4 Theme 4 Vamos de Fiesta 2001  HSP, Harcourt School Publishers Staff (2001),

Language 1990: Activity Workbook Para Casa Grade 5  Strickland (1990),


Risk  Dick Francis (2012), A classic mystery from Dick Francis, the champion of English storytellers. As an amateur jockey, Roland Britten was lucky, and as an accountant he was rigorous. He knew he was on the hate list of several fraudsters, but never thought pen-pushers got kidnapped... 0141942274, 9780141942278


Sustainable Development in Practice: Case Studies for Engineers and Scientists  Adisa Azapagic, Slobodan Perdan (2011), "Sustainable Development in Practice: Case Studies for Engineers and Scientists, Second Edition" explores the concept of sustainable development and its implications for science and engineering. It looks at how sustainability criteria can be combined with traditional scientific an... 1119956145, 9781119956143

The Silk Princess  Charles Santore (2011), Princess Hsi-Ling Chi has heard tales of a sleeping dragon and ancient gods residing in the Holy Mountains beyond her fathers palace. But when she emerges from the gates for the first time, she is not afraid. She has with her a magical thread... 0375982981, 9780375982989

Mannerisms: The Five Phases of Manfred Mann  Greg Russo (2011), The only official authorized biography of Manfred Mann, with many contributions from Manfred himself. This completely revised and expanded edition has 128 additional pages, including Manfred's articles for Jazz News in 196... 0979184525, 9780979184529

Keeping Parents Posted: Information about Children's Schooling and Other Educational Matters  Frances Allen, Graham Atherton, Nick Doyle (1988), This book covers, in handy guide form, the various official and semi-official sources of information that are open to parents, such as inspectors repo... 011493424X, 9780114934248


Ethics and the Conduct of Business  John Raymond Boatright (2011), ALERT:Before you purchase,
check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and ... 0205053130, 9780205053131

**Exploring: Essential Computing Concepts** Robert T. Grauer, Maryann Barber (2003), This work is suitable for Introductory Computer courses in Microsoft Office 2003 or courses in Computer Concepts with a lab component for Microsoft Office 2003 applications. Master the h... 0131434950, 9780131434950

**Steelband Kit Book** Elizabeth Sharma (1989), 0948137916, 9780948137914

**The Jar of Fools: Eight Hanukkah Stories from Chelm** Eric A. Kimmel (2000), Eight stories relate the foolishness of the townspeople of Chelm, Poland, where legend has it that an angel accidentally dropped a jar of fools in Chelm while delivering souls to the Earth. 0823414639, 9780823414635

**My Rites of Passage** Rita Dodson (1986), 0961551100, 9780961551100

**Shades of Darkness: A Novel** Richard Cowper (1986), 0948893044, 9780948893049

**The Family Tree of the Ralston's** Corrie Dennis (1998), 0969737947, 9780969737940

**Obsession** Sofia Grey (2013), Josh Delaney is the ideal honey trap. His charm and model good looks would be enough for most women, but coupled with his psychic ability to read their thoughts, he's impossible to resist. Suspicious husbands employ him to test t... 0989254941, 9780989254946

**Do-it-yourself Seminar Resource Kit** Christian Bookstall Managers' Association (1986), 0951151819, 9780951151815

**The Supreme Commander: The War Years of General Dwight D. Eisenhower** Stephen E. Ambrose (1970), In North Africa, on the beaches at Normandy, and in the Battle of the Bulge, Dwight David Eisenhower proved himself as one of the world's greatest military leaders. Faced with conciliating or disagreeing with such stormy figures as Churchill,... 1578062063, 9781578062065

**Who Told You That?** Ridge Publications (2005),

**The Law of Habeas Corpus** Robert J. Sharpe (1976), 019825332X, 9780198253327

**Madrid** Deborah Kent (1999), Cities of the World gives students the opportunity to explore the world's urban centers without ever leaving the classroom. Readers will also investigate cities' attempts to solve the universal urban problems of unemployment, pollution, and crime. Because of their breezy, yet authoritative style, t... 0516207830, 9780516207834

**The South through time: a history of an American region** John B. Boles (1995), Rich in tradition, the southern portion of the United States has provided the backdrop for some of the most significant historical events in American history. The South Through Time offers an inclusive, interpre... 0138250502, 9780138250508

**Her Believable Lies: Surviving Intimate Partner Violence** Michelle-Meridith Wreggitt (2009), 0978235800, 9780978235802

**%Repl/MAX Me Time Machine GR 5** HBJ (1989),

**My Pets Are Always Getting Me Into Trouble!: ... and I Just Don't Know What to Do** (2012), 0988536900, 9780988536906

**Turbulent Priests** Bateman, Bateman, (2012), Dan Starkey arrives on Wrathlin Island - meteorogically wet but alcoholically dry - to investigate the residents' belief that the Messiah is alive,
female, and about to start school there: it's not a commission that turns up every day....
0755378792, 9780755378791

The Eye of the Eagle Random House (2000),

Windows Ian Murray-Clark (1989), A bedroom window, a porthole, a stained glass window, a train window, a skylight, and a pair of shutters each reveal a different view.


The Campaigns of Alexander Arrian, (2003), Although written over four hundred years after Alexander's death, Arrian's account of the man and his achievements is the most reliable we have. Arrian's own experience as a military commander gave him unique insigh... 0141913525, 9780141913520

Abyssinian Chronicles Moses Isegawa (2011), Set in a tribal village during the years of the Idi Amin terror in Uganda, Abyssinian Chronicles takes us into the heart of Africa, vividly immersing us in the mesmerizing extremes of beauty and brutality, wisdom and ignorance, wealth an... 1447211510, 9781447211518

Learn Thai: Through Stories, Grammar & Exercises Karine Jones (2013),

A Cognitive Approach to Working with Offenders William Davies (1997), 0952091445, 9780952091448

Goal Setting: For Serious-Minded Black Folks (Of All Ages) Baruti K. Kafele (1991), 096293691X, 9780962936913

Putting South Georgia on the Map Alec Francis Trendall, Walter Roots (2011), 0987061410, 9780987061416

Guidance from Within: You Can Have a Conversation with God Ernest F. Pecci (2003), Through timeless insights and simple exercises this book helps readers to get practical, life-changing answers to everyday questions. This book is grounded in clinical insight and direct experience, making it an essent... 1929331061, 9781929331062

Better Homes and Gard New Dieters Cookbook Prem Anna Meredith (2001),


Kudzu: A Literary Magazine Savannah Sipple (2013),

Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council annual report & accounts 2005-06 Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (2006), Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council annual report and Accounts 2005-06 0102938385, 9780102938388

"Whatever It Takes, God!" Des Harper (2004), 1904592112, 9781904592112


John Dillinger Slept Here: A Crooks' Tour of Crime and Corruption in St. Paul, 1920-1936 Paul Maccabee (1995), "Paul Maccabee's John Dillinger Slept Here is not just one of the best books ever written about Minneapolis-St. Paul, it is one of the best books of local history I have ever read -- about any city anywhere on Earth. While writing Public Enemies' I kept it on my desk at all times. I ...

The Resurrection of Jesus Murray J. Harris (1967), Do Christians really believe that Jesus came back to life after being crucified? And why does it matter? Murray Harris investigates the Christian perspective on the Resurrection and looks at the evidence. 0958368279, 9780958368278

Living martyrs: individuals and revolution in Nepal James F. Fisher, Tanka Prasad Acharya, Rewanta Kumari Acharya (1997), Living Martyrs details the life histories of two important Nepalis, Tanka Prasad Acharya and his wife Rewanta Kumari. Tanka Prasad was the founder of the first Nepali political party, and was imprisoned for... 0195640004, 9780195640007

The Cultivation of Pecan Nuts E. A. De Villiers (2003), 0958433798, 9780958433792

The Seamy Side of Denver: Tall Tales of the Mile High City Phil H. Goodstein (1993), 0962216917, 9780962216916

Detecting Bull: How to Identify Bias and Junk Journalism in Print, Broadcast and on the Wild Web John H. McManus (2009), Detecting Bull exposes the biases of both audiences and journalists, helping us notice how we interpret the world as well as how media do. It lays open the fundamental con... 0984078509, 9780984078509

The Right Stuff!: Books for the Young Adult Collection Margaret Richardson Marshall (1987), 0946581061, 9780946581061

Blackwater and Bride: Navigation and Trade, 7,000 BC to 2007 Niall O'Brien (2008), 0956095909, 9780956095909


Christianity and Modernity in Eastern Europe Bruce R. Berglund, Brian A. Porter (2010), Disgraceful collusion. Heroic resistance. Suppression of convictions. The story of Christianity in twentieth-century Eastern Europe is often told in stark scenes of tragedy and triumph. Ove... 9639776653, 9789639776654

Robyn Beeche: Visage to Vraj Stephen Crafti (2009), Australian photographer Robyn Beeche discovered a new world when she went to London in the late 1970s. From catwalk shows to clubs, Beeche captured the leading designers and artists of the time, becoming an important photographer of the fashion world and 1864703121, 9781864703122

Energy Efficiency in Low Income Households: An Evaluation of Local Insulation Projects (1985), 011411563X, 9780114115630

Sword of the Rightful King: A Novel of King Arthur Jane Yolen (2004), The newly crowned King Arthur is unsure of himself; worse, the people are unsure of him. Too many people want the throne, and treachery is everywhere. Merlin must do something before the king is betrayed, or murdered, or--worst of all--gets marr... 0152025332, 9780152025335


Terrorism and Public Health: A Balanced Approach to Strengthening Systems and Protecting
People Barry S. Levy, Victor W. Sidel (2011), The first edition of this book was published almost a decade ago to provide a comprehensive examination of the relationship between terrorism and public health. It also described what he... 0199765545, 9780199765546

International mergers and acquisitions Brian Sturgess, IFR Publishing (1989), 0946559686, 9780946559688

The Hitler Youth: Origins and Development 1922-1945 H. W. Koch (2000), H. W. Koch, himself a former Hitler Youth brings a unique sensitivity and perspective to the history of one of the most fascinating vehicles for Nazi thought and propaganda. He traces the Hitler Youth movement from its antec... 0815410840, 9780815410843

Thirty-one Generations of the Birtwhistle Family: A Family History (2006), 0978864409, 9780978864408

Criminal Justice: An Introduction Peter Joyce (2012), This new and expanded edition builds upon material from the highly successful first edition. A comprehensive textbook on the criminal justice system, the book assesses the main... 0415620619, 9780415620611

The Dream Cycle: Leveraging the Power of Personal Growth Steve Moore (2004), Moore has a passion to see leaders, and the organizations they lead, realize their potential and maximize their effectiveness. The Dream Cycle offers a repeatable model of personal learning that enables leaders to leverage the power of personal growth, turning t... 0898272777, 9780898272772

Blumenfeld's Alpha-Phonics: A Primer for Beginning Readers Samuel L. Blumenfeld (2006), An easy-to-use reading instruction program for teaching children and adults to read. 0977602400, 9780977602407

The House that Nino Built Giovanni Guareschi (1953),

Dory Story Jerry Pallotta (2004), Be prepared for a few surprises when Danny ventures out into the bay in his dory. Although taking the dory out solo is strictly forbidden, Danny cannot resist the calm waters of the bay. And that's where the... 0881060763, 9780881060768

Ahoy There, Little Polar Bear! Hans de Beer (1995), "Lar's adventures incorporate the unexpectedness of life events, the power of experience to help form personal values, and the importance of both friendly help and self-reliance in ways that are gentl... 0606086838, 9780606086837

A Dorchester County Scrapbook: That Reminds Me of a Story A. M. Foley (2012), Brice Stump of Salisbury, MD's Daily Times: A. M. Foley and Terry White "have given local history heart and soul with this book that combines personal stories, memories, and photographs of life that once-was i... 0967294738, 9780967294735

Big Book of Pocket Knives: Identification & Values Ron Stewart (2010), The fourth edition of Big Books of Pocket Knives continues a tradition of excellence. It enables collectors to examine knife and cutlery products as they were originally advertised and promoted. Both the serious and cu... 1574326309, 9781574326307

The Loud Halo Lillian Beckwith (1964), 1741211379, 9781741211375

Process Control: Modeling, Design, and Simulation B. Wayne Bequette (2003), Master process control hands on, through practical examples and MATLABreg; simulations This is the first complete introduction to process control that fully integrates software tools-enabling professionals an... 0133536408, 9780133536409

Miles Marc Antomattei (2011), You can't be a Miles Davis completist without owning this book; it is a
collector's item in and of itself! Miles: The Companion Guide to the Autobiography is an annota... 0984639136, 9780984639137

**The Map That Changed the World: A Tale of Rocks, Ruin and Redemption** Simon Winchester (2002), Following the hugely successful hardback, this extraordinary tale of the father of modern geology looks set to be the non fiction paperback for 2002. Hidden behind velvet curtains above a stairway in a house in London's Piccadilly is an... 0141941642, 9780141941646

**Cables and Wiring** John Cadick (1998), This concise, easy-to-use book is your single-source guide to electrical cables. Written in two parts, Cables and Wiring, 2E begins with chapters that illustrate acceptable methods for installing, splicing, and terminating power cables. Th... 0766802701, 9780766802704

**Motorcycling Through Menopause: Motorcycles Not Required-- Only Hot Flashes** Jean Cheeley, Dianne Grabowski (2003), 0964448408, 9780964448407


**Income of the Aged Chartbook, 2008** Social Security Administration (U S ) (2010), Income of the Aged, 2004, a companion to the Income of Population 55 or Older that highlights selected data in charts and tables that are easy to understand. The charts focus on the receipt and shares of income fro... 0160855063, 9780160855061

**Dr Thorne** Anthony Trollope (1991), Son of a bankrupt landowner, Frank Gresham is intent on marrying his beloved Mary Thorne, despite her illegitimacy and apparent poverty. Frank's ambitious mother and haughty aunt are set against the match, however, and push him to save the family's mortgaged estate b... 0141904968, 9780141904962

**Construction Law: Cases and Materials** Brent E. Simmons (1996), 0945819803, 9780945819806

**Management** Stephen P. Robbins, Mary K. Coulter (2009), For undergraduate principles of management courses.REAL Managers....REAL Experiences. Bringing Management theories to life! This best selling principles text vivi... 0138143668, 9780138143664

**The Carp Strikes Back** Rod Hutchinson (1984), 0947674381, 9780947674380

**Great Jersey Musicians: Premier Edition** Richard Hoynes (2013), Enjoy these photographic artworks of great Jersey Musicians. 0988814803, 9780988814806

**Attitude by Design** Diane Donato (1996), 0965281604, 9780965281607

**Prophecy of the Kings - Book 2, Book 2** David Burrows (2010), Armies are gathering but Astalus, the Thracian court wizard, is in a quandary. Shocking news has arrived from an unlikely source. A spy, arrested braze... 0955676061, 9780955676062

**The Lotus Blossom: A Novel about Waking Up** D. M. Kenyon (2011), All of her life, Madison Albright was taught to be cute until one night when she is nearly raped by a classmate. On that night, she comes to know herself as dangerous. D. M. Kenyon’s debut novel of a teenage girl's transformation from a texting gossip maven... 0984016740, 9780984016747

**The art of possibility** Rosamund Stone Zander, Benjamin Zander (2002), Presenting twelve breakthrough practices for bringing creativity into all human endeavors, The Art of Possibility is the dynamic product of an extraordinary partnership. The Art of Possibility combines Benjamin Zander's experience... 0142001104, 9780142001103

**Northern Ireland (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill: Amendment to be Moved in Committee** Great
Britain: Parliament: House of Lords (2006), Northern Ireland (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill : Amendment to be moved in Committee 010843284X, 9780108432842

The Wings of the Mountain Nigel Sustins (1986), 0720823730, 9780720823738

Science Explorer: Astronomy: Adapted Tests Michael J. Padilla, Pearson/Prentice Hall, Ioannis Miaoulis, Martha Cyr (), 0131665847, 9780131665842

Holmwood Public School Centenary, 1880-1980 (1980), 0959368302, 9780959368307

Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence, Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons. Select Committee on Race Relations and Immigration (1969), 0102921695, 9780102921694

The Human Soul as a Rube Goldberg Device Kevin Brockmeier (2012), 0982525494, 9780982525494

Computer Confluence: Exploring Tomorrow's Technology George Beekman (2001), Computer Confluence is more than a textbook! It is the confluence of three information sources: an illustrated textbook, a multimedia CD-ROM, and an up-to-t... 0130882372, 9780130882370

Onion Tears Shubnum Khan (2011), 0143528475, 9780143528470

A Nation of Wusses: How America's Leaders Lost the Guts to Make Us Great Ed Rendell (2012), Governor Ed Rendell explains why America's leaders rarely call for sacrifice for the greater good to avoid making any sacrifices themselves! Rendell has seen job security become the primary consideration of any person with power in America their own job security! Most po... 1118279050, 9781118279052

Tales of terror Edgar Allan Poe (1985), A collection of ten tales by the celebrated author of horror and mystery stories. 0138842140, 9780138842147

Wiring the Layout Jeff Geary (2002), 0954203550, 9780954203559


Job Test: A Vocational Test Using C.E.S. Job Guide Jeff Tellefson (1992), 0959727639, 9780959727630

Succession: Families, Property and Death : Text and Cases Rosalind Frances Croucher, Prue Vines (2009), The revised edition of this classic work is presented with an attractive new design and a web quiz. The third edition of this highly respected work examines key issues in succession law from a variety of perspectives: national, international, historical and ... 0409324736, 9780409324730


Aprendo jugando: traditional games, with the music and suggested activities to develop with the children : rhymes and riddles Liliana Le on, Graciela Diaz (), 0949517062, 9780949517067

Culinary Essentials, Student Edition Johnson & Wales, McGraw-Hill Education (2004), Culinary Essentials offers all the ingredients for a successful foodservice training program! Great charts, extra-ordinary full-color illustrations, step-by-step instructions, and the latest safety standards make this a winning text. New to this edition: Johnson & Wales Healthful... 0078690706, 9780078690709
Composite International Diagnostic Interview, CIDI-Auto 2.1: Administrator's Guide and Reference
World Health Organisation Staff (1997), The CIDI Auto has been developed for the WHO CIDI Advisory Committee by the WHO Collaborating Centre for Mental Health and Substance Abuse, St Vincent's Hospital, Sydney. This manual describes... 0958705232, 9780958705233

Getting the Most Out of Every Tax Dollar: Government Management and Budget 1992: Hearing Before the Committee on Governmental Affairs, United States Senate, One Hundred Second Congress, Second Session, February 6, 1992, United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Governmental Affairs (1993), 0160416787, 9780160416781

The Flute and Flute Playing Ted Boehm, Theobald Boehm (2011), The flute (or closely related instruments) has been known since prehistoric times, but up until the middle of the 19th century it was still far from being a satisfactory instrument, despite the quantity of important music that had been written for it. Its tone was... 0486212599, 9780486212593

Poems of a Yosemite Packer William "Billy." Fouts (1987), 0944798004, 9780944798003

Clinical Biochemistry of Domestic Animals Jiro J. Kaneko, John W. Harvey, Michael Bruss (2008), The 6th edition of a well-known and much used standard text in the field. This book covers all aspects of the biochemical abnormalities caused by various diseases and how they relate to the biochemical changes in the blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid, joint fluids, other body fluid... 012370491X, 9780123704917

Gloucester's Postal History Peter Copeland (1988), 0951355805, 9780951355800

Time Capsules, ISBN 0195442725, 9780195442724 Deborah Chancellor (2009), "What is a time capsule? What time capsules have been found? Why has a time capsule been sent into space? And what could you put in your own time capsule?"--P. [4] of cover. 0195441206, 9780195441208

Derry Jail: 14 Centuries of Punishment in Derry Colm M. Cavanagh (1990), 0946451028, 9780946451029


How to Catch Tiddlers Ian Russell (1986), 0140318917, 9780140318913

The Dashiell Hammett Tour Don Herron (2009), Expanded and revised, this 30th-anniversary edition guides readers over the fog-shrouded hills stalked by Sam Spade, the Continental Op, and other legendary characters created by San Franciscos most famous mystery writer, Dashie... 0972589872, 9780972589871

Services for homeless veterans and housing loans for Native American veterans: hearing before the Committee in Veterans' Affairs, United States Senate, One Hundred Second Congress, second session, on S. 2512, financing of properties to assist homeless veterans and S. 2528, Native American..., United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Veterans' Affairs (1992), 0160394120, 9780160394126

Not one dollar more!: how to save $3,000 to $30,000 buying your next home : a plain English guide Joseph amon Cummins (1995), Home buyers who know how to bring down the price of the home they want understand negotiation, do their research, choose the right agent, and deal effectively with their bank. This comprehensive and money-saving book explains all these things in easy...
Perspectives: Readings on American History in the 20th Century  Daniel J. Boorstin (1992), 0133877965, 9780133877960

Ex Utero  Laurie Foos (1996), Rita is lying in bed one night when she realizes she's lost her uterus--somehow it's fallen out of her like change out of an overstuffed wallet. Rita's appearance on a... 015600464X, 9780156004640

Our Country (2001),

Found Earth Science  John Boeschen (1983),

Coffee Culture, Destinations and Tourism  Lee Jolliffe (2010), This book explores the various aspects of coffee culture around the globe, relating the rich history of this beverage and the surroundings where it is produced and consumed to coffee destination development and to the visitor experience. Coffee and tourism venues explored range from... 1845411927, 9781845411923

Nowhere Safe  Nancy Bush (2013), The Guilty She senses their twisted desires before she meets them. It's as if fate is helping her stop these monsters from preying on others the way she was preyed upon. And after she has delivered b... 1420125036, 9781420125030

Dad Cents: Teach Your Children Biblical Principles of Money  Shane P. Barkley (2010), Shane Barkley spent 10 years of experience in the financial consulting industry and is beginning his 5th year of leading a non profit organization that assists men in sharpening their skills as a father. Dad Cents is devoted to helping dads & moms teach their children about money. The book... 0981890210, 9780981890210

Siege: Crisis Leadership, the Survival of U.S. Embassy Kuwait  Roberta Culbertson, Wilson Nathaniel Howell (2001), On August 2, 1990, Iraqi soldiers surged into Kuwait City, surrounding the American Embassy and trapping Ambassador Nathaniel Howell, the embassy staff, and a frightened contingent of American citizens inside the gates. By mid-December they were all safely ho... 0966891929, 9780966891928

Disadvantage  Jonathan Wolff, Avner de-Shalit (2013), What does it mean to be disadvantaged? Is it possible to compare different disadvantages? What should governments do to move their societies in the direction of equality, where equality is to be understood both in distributional and social terms? Linking... 0199655588, 9780199655588

Phoenix Functions  Jenny Carling (1985),

Rosemaling in the Upper Midwest: A Story of Region & Revival  Philip Martin (1989), 0962436909, 9780962436901

A Midsummer Night's Dream: Active Approaches to Shakespeare for the Under Twelves  Sarah Ann Gordon (1997), 0952449153, 9780952449157

Teach Me Writing: Level D - Third Grade  Roni Bostwick (1998), "Teach me writing is a school wide sequential writing program for kindergarten through fifth grade. Level D is the teacher manual for third grade. It consists of 230 non-consumable lessons, instructions, word lis... 0972774831, 9780972774833

Almost There Cheryl Bevin Olliff (2007),

No One was Killed; Documentation and Meditation: Convention Week, Chicago, August 1968 (1998), 0966755715, 9780966755718

Introductory Econometrics with Applications, Parts 8-9 Ramu Ramanathan (2002), Offers an ideal combination of econometric theory and hands-on practical training for undergraduate and graduate courses. The authors ambition is to provide realistic applications without sacrificing theoretical underpinnings. He uses a logical step-by-step approach to walk readers through numerou... 0030341868, 9780030341861

Maths Made Easy: Level 5, Volume 3 (1992),

Big Appetites: Tiny People in a World of Big Food Christopher Boffoli (2013), Welcome to a world where little people have big personalities. A world that's upside down and yet weirdly, wonderfully real. A world where Lilliputian thieves poach strawberry seeds. Where it takes a guy with a jackh... 0761176411, 9780761176411

Lady's Big Surprise Marion Quinton Brake (2004), 0973202912, 9780973202915


And May The Lord Have Mercy On Your Soul... John J Eddleston (2012), 0956527132, 9780956527134

Pray to Stay Dead Mason James Cole (2011), 1974. The Summer of Love is a fading memory, the Cold War rages on, Richard M. Nixon is barely holding onto the Presidency, and the dead are returning to life. Five friends on their way to a week at Lake Tahoe, a Vietnam veteran in Sacramento trying to get ho... 0976921715, 9780976921714


The Story of Lala Sergio Scapagnini (2004), The funny, moving rags-to-riches story of a little village boy. Lala is eleven when he resolves to go to the great city Bombay to aid his parents, who are desperately poo... 0143335995, 9780143335993

Highland Miracle Leanne Burroughs (2012), The Christian version of the award winning Highland Wishes... They were two lonely hearts who made a connection when The Almighty brought them together... A Highlander Obsessed While the Scottish War for Independence rages, a young Laird heads to the Scottish-English border to avenge his father's ... 0985069015, 9780985069018

Understanding Family Enterprise: A Book of Readings Ken Moores, Justin B. L. Craig (2011), Highlights the diversity in family business scholarship, presented within a structure that represents a framework that is the basis of our understanding the why, the what, and t... 0980618746, 9780980618747

Life: A Journal June Hope (2000), 0958707820, 9780958707824

Materials, Terry Jennings (1984), 0199181705, 9780199181704

Index to Treaty Series Stationery Office, The (1981), 0101817606, 9780101817608

The Best Bread Ever: Great Homemade Bread Using Your Food Processor Charles Van Over, Priscilla Martel (1997), When Charlie van Over makes his bread, he breaks all the rules of classic bread baking. He doesn't proof the yeast. He uses cold water instead of warm. He mixes the dough in a... 0767900324, 9780767900324
Stock: 60# Supple OpaqueJacket Stock: 100# EnamelCase Stock: Kivar 7 Black, Corinth
texturePrinter: Thompson-Shore, Inc. 0974980307, 9780974980300

In Red  Magdalena Tulli (2011), By the Ko?cielski Prize-winning author of Dream and Stones, In Red is the gripping cautionary tale in which real and unreal combine explosively, making us question the nature of the work itself. Set in an imaginary ... 1935744437, 9781935744436

Evidence and Procedure 2011  Huw Smart, John Watson (2010), Designed to mirror the best-selling Blackstone's Police Manuals, this series is written by experienced question writers. Each Q&A book contains hundreds of multiple-choice questions design... 0199592403, 9780199592401

I Wish, I Wish  Paul Shipton (1996),  0199185158, 9780199185153


A Lazy Man's Guide to Public Speaking  Mary Le Clair, Peter Fortune (1986),  095881550X, 
9780958815505


Complete Trip Diary: Write Down, Record, Explore -- And Remember!  Marlor Press (1994), A travel diary and organizer in one, this book helps vacationers coordinate a trip and keep good records. 0943400783, 9780943400785


Confidence Boosters!: Easy-Step Confidence for Difficult Times  Patricia Cleghorn (2010),  0955908140, 9780955908149

Gr 7 Math Advantage NYC Gratis  (1998),

South West Panorama  Ross Haig (1986),  094986417X, 9780949864178

Entertaining Florida Style  Suzanne Boden, June Starkey (1984),  0942084713, 9780942084719

The Golden Star of Halich: A Tale of the Red Land In 1362  Eric P. Kelly (2010), Kessinger Publishing is the place to find hundreds of thousands of rare and hard-to-find books with something of interest for everyone! 116929846X, 9781169298460

Oxford Bookworms Library: Stage 6: The Enemy  Desmond Bagley, Ralph Mowat (2007), On a beautiful summer evening in the quiet town of Marlow, a young woman is walking home from church. She passes a man who is looking at the engine of his car. He turns round, smiles at her .... 0194792609, 9780194792608

USMLE Step 2 Triage:An Effective No-nonsense Review of Clinical Knowledge: An Effective No-nonsense Review of Clinical Knowledge  Kevin Schwechten (2010), Step 2 Clinical Knowledge is one of the hardest exams you'll take in your medical training, and it's very important to do well! Preparation is the key that separates successful candidates from the rest.USMLE Step 2 Triage provides a thorough yet high-yi... 0195383273, 9780195383270

A Book of Milliganimals  Spike Milligan (),

Coffee Coloured Dreams: A Collection of Poems  Michael Warburton (1997),  0953182401,

Losing battles Eudora Welty (2002), 096537467X, 9780965374675

1851 Census Name Index: 2. Hayfield sub district of the Hayfield registration area, Derbyshire Family History Society ()

The Ghast: A Tale John Mackintosh (1996), 0952206226, 9780952206224

Human Rights 2004: The Year in Review Marius Smith (2005), "In recognition of the 20th anniversary of the Commonwealth Sex Discrimination Act (SDA) and the 25th anniversary of the United Nations Convention on the elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women ... 0975244213, 9780975244210

California Indian Watercraft Richard W. Cunningham (1989), Ninety original drawings by the author & a lively writing style spark this authoritative summary of all known forms of water transport used by Indians of California & Baja from pre-mission... 0945092016, 9780945092018

A Private Chef: Four Star Cooking In Your Home Joe Ouellette (2009), For most readers, this will be a special occasion cookbook. A Private Chef: Four Star Cooking In Your Home will make those special occasions what you always intended them to be. How many times have you planned a special dinner party, shopped for a couple of days for the ingr... 1426977379, 9781426977374

When the Women Come Out to Dance Elmore Leonard (2009), In his more than three dozen books, Elmore Leonard has captured the imagination of millions of readers as few writers can. A literary icon praised by The New York Times Book Review as "the greatest crime writer of our time, perhaps ever," he has influenced ma... 0061808547, 9780061808548

Moffat from Ancient Scottish Days: 800 Years of History of the Family of Moffat (1985), 0958904405, 9780958904407

Implementation of Robot Systems: An Introduction to Robotics, Automation and Successful Systems Integration in Manufacturing Mike Wilson (2014), Interested in cutting costs and improving the quality of your manufacturing processes to stay competitive? Unsure about what others have done, what's possible or how best to integrate robots into what you do? Worried about maki... 0124047335, 9780124047334


Effective Adult Learning Robert J. Birkenholz, Bryan L. Garton, Steven R. Harbstreit, W. Wade Miller (1999), Provides an overview of principles and practices in facilitating educational programs for adults, with chapters on characteristics of adult learners, adult learning principles and teaching methods, advisory groups, and needs assessment. Details aspects of planning, conducting,... 0813431603, 9780813431604

My Daughter, My Son: An Adolescent's Gender Transition Experienced by Mother and Child Betsie Harvie (2013), "'Life isn't worth living if I can't be a boy.' My Daughter, My Son" is a riveting inside view from mother and child of a gender transformation. You will be... 0989208613, 9780989208611

Intermediate Algebra for College Students Pwr Mac M Allen R. Angel (1998),
Youth Training in the EEC: With Minutes of Evidence : Ordered to be Printed 10 July 1984

Business Fraud: Know it & Prevent it

S. Lily's Life Thoughts...

Nuns Without Guns

If You Could Read My Mind Love

From the Depths of Death in the Midst of Chaos

Code of Federal Regulations, Title 33, Navigation and Navigable Waters, Pt. 125-199, Revised as of July 1 2005

Pursuing Purity and Spiritual Beauty: A Beauty Treatment for the Soul

Endangered Cultures

Chemical Interactions

Born Again Christian

Engine Turning, 1680-1980: The Tools and Technique

Match

Trophies, Decodable Book Grade 2 Book 16, 5pk: Harcourt School Publishers Trophies

Types of Animals, Below Level Reader Grade 3 6pk: Harcourt School Publishers Science

Your Soul's Plan: Discovering the Real Meaning of the Life You Planned Before You Were Born
A Gift from the Heart: Profile of Helenka Adamowska Pantaleoni, American Volunteer and Founding Spirit of UNICEF Jan Pirkey (1986), 0961714700, 9780961714703

Phineas Redux Anthony Trollope (2003), In the fourth of the 'Palliser' stories, Trollope follows Phineas Finn's return to the dangerous world of Westminster politics. When his political rival is murdered, Phineas is thrown under suspicion and eventually finds himself standing trial at the Old... 0140437622, 9780140437621


A Bed of Your Own Mij Kelly (2011), This is the story of Suzy Sue, ready for bed, just like you! But then she finds a cow, a horse, a sheep and a goat all fighting for space in her bed! Will she ever get to sleep? 0340999276, 9780340999271


No Place Like Utopia: Modern Architecture and the Company We Kept Peter Blake (1996), For more than half a century, Peter Blake has lived in the mainstream of contemporary architecture and art. As writer, magazine editor, critic, and practicing architect, he has numbered among his friends and acquaintances (... 0393315037, 9780393315035

Government by the People Prentice Hall PTR (2000),

The Matchmaker Stella Gibbons (2012), Uprooted from war-torn London, Alda Lucie-Brown and her three daughters start a new life at Pine Cottage in rural Sussex. Unsuited to a quiet life, Alda attempts to orchestrate -- with varying degrees of success -- ... 0099529335, 9780099529330

A Different Inequality: The politics of debate about remote Aboriginal Australia Diane Austin-Broos (2011), 'A must read for anybody with a serious interest in understanding the current conflicted views about remote Aboriginal futures.' - Nicolas Peterson, Professor of Anthropology, Australian National University"In this insightful and different book Austin-B... 1742694527, 9781742694528

Pepyss Navy: Ships, Men and Warfare 1649-89 J. D. Davies (2008), 1848320140, 9781848320147


Math Merchandising James W. Moore (1998),

Carleton Watkins: Photographs from the J. Paul Getty Museum Carleton E. Watkins (1997), The career of the American photographer Carleton E. Watkins (1829-1916) spanned more than fifty years. It is his giant photographs of Yosemite, from the "best general view, " that most effectivel... 0892363991, 9780892363995

Revolution in the Countryside: Rural Conflict and Agrarian Reform in Guatemala, 1944-1954 Jim Handy (1994), Although most discussions of the Guatemalan "revolution" of 1944-54 focus on international and national politics, Revolution in the Countryside presents a more complex and
integrated picture of this decade. Jim Handy examines the rural poor, both... 0807844381, 9780807844380


Report on the Census of Production (1980), 0115128581, 9780115128585

Government by the People [by] Burns, Peltason, Cronin Raymond Lawrence Lee, Dorothy A. Palmer (1985), 0133608433, 9780133608434

The Last of the Mohicans James Fenimore Cooper ()

Reminiscences of A. B. Mackey Homer J. Adams (1997), 0965727807, 9780965727808

The Granta Book of the Irish Short Story Anne Enright (2010), Lyrical, dark, comic or iconoclastic, the Irish short story has always punched well above its weight. Anne Enright has brought together a dazzling collection of Irish stories by authors born in the twentieth century - from Mary Lav... 1847082181, 9781847082183

Duties and Liabilities of School Administrators Mervin Chester Nolte (1973), 0132212919, 9780132212915

Catarsis: Fundamentos en la Poesia de Alejandro C. Herrera Ulloa Alejandro C. Herrera Ulloa (2004), 0973562900, 9780973562903

Basic Concepts in Macro-economics Neil Fuller (1984), 094697330X, 9780946973309

General Physics Laboratory Manual Beth Roberts (2010),


Electrical Machinery Stationery Office, The (1980), 0115266410, 9780115266416

Special report from the Joint Select Committee, etc Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons. Joint Select Committee on Delegated Legislation (), 0102131724, 9780102131727

Mainstreaming in Massachusetts: How Special Education Became Ordinary in One State in America Mark Vaughan, Ann Shearer (1986), The report discusses Massachusetts' experiences in implementing P.L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, draws conclusions regarding integration of federal and state law, and describes placement options available under the law. The context of r... 0946828091, 9780946828098

Fire Engines and Fire Fighting David Burgess-Wise (2006), This text describes the history of man's age-old battle to control the ravages of fire. The development of fire-fighting equipment up to today's sophisticated jet-powered pumps is traced in detail, including the primitive hoses of the ancient Greeks and Romans and the enthusiasti... 0753714744, 9780753714744

The Word and Flower Helen Shaw (1975), 095010759X, 9780950107592

Advances in Computational & Experimental Engineering and Sciences: Proceedings of ICCES ’05, December 1-6, 2005, Chennai, India S.M. Sivakumar (2005),
This Night's Foul Work  Fred Vargas (2009), On the outskirts of Paris, two men have been found with their throats cut. It is assumed that this is a drug-related incident of the kind so often uncovered in that area of town. But Adamsberg is convinced that there is more to it. Anxious... 0099532689, 9780099532682

Tales of Litchfield Beach  Bill Sirmon (2010), 0982515413, 9780982515419

Between Creeks: Millers Creek West to Black Creek  Merrilee Powell (1979), 0959808841, 9780959808841

Masscope  Ridge (1990),

Mike’s Basic Guide to Cabling Computers and Telephone: In Home and Apartments  (1998), Filled with easy to understand illustrations. This book was designed for the person who needs to know how to install cabling for the home or office. It has seven chapters that cover site inspection, tools, punch block, patch panels, terminating con... 0966063813, 9780966063813

'n Praktiese handleiding vir privaat verpleegpraktyk  (1986), 0947035117, 9780947035112

A New IBS Solution: Bacteria-the Missing Link in Treating Irritable Bowel Syndrome  Mark Pimentel, Mark A. Pimentel (2006), A New IBS Solution offers a revolutionary look at the way Irritable Bowel Syndrome is currently being treated. Today, over 60 million people of all ages across the country are suffering from Irritable Bowel Syndrome(IB... 0977435601, 9780977435609
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Under the Lizard Trees  Sue Storm (1996),  0964016885, 9780964016880

Community as Healing: Pragmatist Ethics in Medical Encounters  D. Micah Hester (2001), The brief history of 20th century bioethics has been dominated by discussions of principles and appeals to autonomy that both divorce theory from practice and champion a notion of the individual as prior to and isolated from society. Pragmatism, on the other hand, has long sought to reconstruct ethi... 0742512185, 9780742512184

The Story of Ascendeara  Nicky Ann (1996),
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En yu yun zai ,  (2002),  0973006900, 9780973006902
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Social Crisis and Social Demoralization: The Dynamics of Status in American Race Relations  Ronald Kuykendall (2005), This alternative perspective on the problem of American race relations takes sharp aim at the issues of status, power, and political class. Arguing that the racial problem is a p... 1936900122, 9781936900121
Language anxiety: from theory and research to classroom implications  Elaine Kolker Horwitz, Dolly J. Young (1991), An edited compilation of articles in the field whose focus is to reduce anxiety in language learners. Text is appropriate for Graduate Teaching Methods course at all 4 Yr Schools. 0135234654, 9780135234655

Prentice Hall Library: The Canterbury Tales  Geoffrey Chaucer (),

Jessie's Story: The Inspiration And Life Behind Jessie's Fund  Sharon F. Stinson (2005), What happens when a boisterous, musical, stubborn, and lively 9-year old dies of a virulent brain tumour she calls 'Blob'? She leaves behind a wealth of love and connection still fresh and real a decade after her passing. The stories of these connections told by author and friend Sharon Stinson ... 0977483703, 9780977483709

Informed Consent: Legal Theory and Clinical Practice  Jessica W. Berg (2001), Informed consent - as an ethical ideal and legal doctrine - has been the source of much concern to clinicians. Drawing on a diverse set of backgrounds and two decades of research in clinical settings, the authors - a lawyer, a physician, a so... 0195126777, 9780195126778
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One Mortal Night: A Miscarriage of Justice  Patrick Kelleher (2010), This title traces the short career of a young unworldly Guard. When an old land row resurfaces his life quickly changes. He and an irascible middle-aged colleague are the only two men in the barracks qualified to carry arms. They are sent to guard the property which is the cause of the dispute. The ... 0956223111, 9780956223111

20,000 Leagues Under the Sea  (1873), An American frigate, tracking down a ship-sinking monster, faces not a living creature but an incredible invention -- a fantastic submarine commanded by the mysterious Captain Nemo. Suddenly a devastating explosion leaves jus... 0394853334, 9780394853338

Animal Alphabet  Daphne Waugh (),

Without Dogma  Henryk Sienkiewicz (2006), In "Without Dogma" we have a remarkable work, by a writer known only in this country through his historical novels; and a few words concerning this novel and its author may not be without interest. . . . His warriors fight, love, hate; they embrace each ot... 1406805610, 9781406805611

Perspectives on Ideology  John Fielding, Matt Christison, Craig Harding, John Meston, Tom Smith (2009), The Perspectives on Ideology text has been developed to fit the Alberta program rationale, philosophy, and vision, and the learning outcomes of the Program of Studies for the 30... 0195427769, 9780195427769

The Only Grant-Writing Book You'll Ever Need  Ellen Karsh, Arlen Sue Fox (2010), This book is designed to help nonprofit organizations craft proposals for grants from foundations, companies, and government agencies. Ellen Karsh, a writer and former director of the Mayor's Office of Grants Administration, in New York, and Arlen Sue F... 1458766268, 9781458766267

The Mutiny  Julian Rathbone (2008), For its British population, the India that swelters in the late spring of 1857 is a place of amateur theatricals, horseracing and flirtations under the aegis of the omnipotent East India company. But a brutal awakening lies i... 0349119325, 9780349119328
Protect Your Child from Sexual Abuse: A Parent's Guide by Janie Hart-Rossi (1984), Parents and teachers can prepare children to resist sexual abuse with this thoughtful book. It explains what adults need to know about abuse and how to talk to children who m... 0943990076, 9780943990071

Twitter for Museums: Strategies and Tactics for Success: a Collection of Essays by (2010), There are books about how to use Twitter, but none about the best ways in which museums, galleries and cultural organisations large and small are using Twitter to involve and expand their audiences. This unique book - written b... 0956194362, 9780956194367
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Arthur Cayley: Mathematician Laureate of the Victorian Age by A. J. Crilly (2006), Arthur Cayley (1821-1895) was one of the most prolific and important mathematicians of the Victorian era. His influence still pervades modern mathematics, in group theory (Cayley's theorem), matrix a... 0801880114, 9780801880117

Visiting the Past, Below Level Reader Grade 2 6pk by Harcourt School Publishers Social Studies Hsp (2005), 0153527595, 9780153527593

Now You Wanna Come Back by Anna Black (2009), Letting go is not always easy, and in some cases it can be close to impossible, like it was for Leila. She was stuck on her husband, and never thought she would ever stop loving him; even through the constant pa... 0982145551, 9780982145555

Response Ability: Students' Resources for Journalism Education by Hunter Institute of Mental Health (2002),

Three Revenge Tragedies by Cyril Tourneur, John Webster, Thomas Middleton (2004), Following the end of Queen Elizabeth's reign in the early seventeenth century, the new court of King James was beset by political instability and moral corruption. This atmosphere provided fertile ground for the dramatists of the age, whose plays explore the ways in which social decadence and th... 0141958898, 9780141958897
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